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PRESCRIPTIONS FOR
OF THE HEAD

Numer

1

DISEASES

By R. CamMpBELL THOMPSON,
The University of Chicago
The following translations are from my copies of the tablets
of the Series Enuma amelu mubbhu-8u iSata ukal, ‘when a
man’s brain contains fire,’ published on Plates 23-50 of Part
XXIII of Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the
British Museum.
The first and second Tablets of this Series are
fairly complete; parts of cols. I and II of the third are available
from K. 2566, the duplicate K. 4023 being as yet unpublished ;
and there are extant about twenty-six lines of the fourth, from
the colophon of which the existence of a fifth is proved by the
first line, given, as usual, at the end. The contents of this series
are more nearly connected with the profession of medicine than
that of the priesthood, and the scope and language of the work is
much the same as in the medical series published by Dr. Friedrich
Kichler, in his scholarly work Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der assyrisch-babylonischen Medizin (1904).
Dr. Kichler is the first
to make a systematic and scientific study of the medical texts
proper, and by publishing three large texts (KK. 191, 716, and
61) on this subject he has cleared up the meanings of many
hitherto doubtful or unintelligible words and phrases. As will be
seen, many of the Assyrian words for drugs and such like, which
1
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he has discussed in his book, reappear in these texts, and I have
been glad to avail myself of his renderings.
In this number the
transliteration of the first half of Tablet I is given, and the
remainder with translations will follow in a succeeding number.
SERIES:
_ry 2354+

EnuMA AMELU

MUHHU-SU

ISATA UKAL

TABLET I
241242463
+ 3237 + 7086 +8800 +8842.

Obverse
COLUMN I
Enuma amelu mubbu-su iSata u-kal sa.z1 saK.k1 iraSsi-ma 6na"-su i-dak
éna"'-su bir-ra-tu i-pi-tu i-Si-tu har-tin-na gu-ka-na-a iSakkana(a)
u dimta inadda(a) 4 ka sihli pu-tu-ut ina @>™uerj adi tasahal
SAK.KA.U.KAL ina libbi } ka telikki(ki)
ina mé kasi talaS(aS) tuzarrab(ab)
pe
Poh
tasamid-ma fimu ITT*@" Ja tapattar.
4 ka kit-ni-e } ka kimi lapti ina mé kasi talS(aS) tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma fimu ITT*#" Ja tapattar
kit-ni-e har-tim "i*se¢kukri uhuli karnani ina Sikari talas(as) ditto
rikkumurri
éna"-su .

tabat

EME.SAL.LIM

mal-ma-lis

tuballal

ina himeti

rat

8. 4 ka sibli 4 ka va tinuri X Sikli tab(?) ka-an......
9. ina mé kasi talaS(as) tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma fimu ITT[*#™ la tapattar]
10. arki na-as-ma-da-ti an-na-ti X Sikli sihlisa kalik......
a4. tabti tabati balu lupputi ina akali is-sip-ma ikkal V Sikli....
12. ina kurunni tamahas(as)-ma iSatti-Su......
13. fimu [kan iluGjbil

..........

14. X Sikli inbi is4pan.puS.........
15. tahaSal taSahal ina mé kasi (tal€S]......
ES
Ad ge RR aS SNR ER ee
|About twenty-four lines wanting}
eee
ee eee
oe
. ditto.
19. ....
20.

[ina mé kasi] talaS(as) tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma ditto

© © © © © © © © RAT MAR

ASSYRIAN
Se

ee

ere

Cee

PRESCRIPTIONS

FOR

DISEASES

OF THE

HEAD

RAT telikki(ki)
tasamid-ma fimu III*@" Ja tapattar

SAR

pce

tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma ditto

hohe

a

ere

2.

. . ¥ ps ;senneeabitels) teansid-men tne TIT

dispi Sadi(i) Su.pa hurasi RaT MAR
be toate 7

ee

tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma fimu ITTk@" la tapattar

21. ......

dikpi rar telikki(ki)

y)

Be

i

5%

Bae ois cyanea,6 [tuzarrab (ab) tasamid-ma fimu IIT” la tapattar
29.

. ta : i, [tuszarrabYab) tasamid-mna fn TITkan Ja tapattar —_

DO

ae ariel aanaes telikki(ki)

Peasy ceratet sens
32.

emabtetitals) tequeabl-son See T1Tkan Ja Sipetine

. . tasamid-ma ditto |33......

ree

rat telikki(ki)

tasamid-ma fimu III*a la tapattar

35.

. - |, MelRlbed) temnrrablubsy teamntl-een teen TA a tepetion

36.

. ina Sizbi talnd(as) ‘tuzarrab(ab) tagamid-ma fimu
tapattar

37.

me

5

TIT kan la

. dispi rat telikki(ki)
. taléS(as) tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma fimu ITTk@" la tapattar

39.

. talaS(as) tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma timu ITT" Ja tapattar

40. ee

—

RATMAR | 41 .....

imu III*@" Ja tapattar

COLUMN II
ka[si karanu?) pjl-lu tabasal taSahal ina Sur-Sum-mi
tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma fimu IITk@2 Ja tapattar

Sikari tala8(as)

zir [Sammu] Jisan kalbi urkit-su tu-pa-sa-a-Su ana k@rpatugur.zr tusahhat(at) adi siti tasakan(an)
. i-tab-lu ina NLIS.URUDU RAT MAR
Sammu , , , gu.st $a ib-hu lipi "kkukanakti ti¥k4suttuplali zir §4™™us1,
DLKA tabat is*bini zir §8&™™umastakal
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5. .... ku ar‘bini tabat eEmME.SAL.Lim §ammupjnj §ammuqyy,77R,.MI ma-la
ni-is 6nd" ka-Su-ti
6. ... -pa-as-sa rat é6né"-Su ina ubuli karnani timissi(si) adi dimtu
ipparrasu(su) te ki tu ma nasmatti-su telikki(ki) arki-su
7. ... BAR mé Suni tusabSal(Sal) ana ‘@rpatuxan.sar te-sip ina kakkabi
karabi ina Se-rim kakkad-su
8. tapasas mé Suni tabaSal nasmadat kakkadi-su tu-kar-ra-ar kakkad-su
KUN U Sarat puSikki takasar
9. . . Samniana kakkadi-su taSapak ina biti Sa ta-ra-nam iSu(u) tusesibSu fimu [I]*a2 an-nam teppus(us)
10. [Enuma amelu . . . |-Su ubammat titti gassi uhuli karnani 1N.par
kib-sit Grr.pap.pA ubuli karnani Samni limni Saman nfini
11. . . tuballal ina isati aSagi kakkad-su tu-kat-tar
12. [Enuma amelu].
. . iSati irassi-ma é6na"-su i-bar-ru-ra dami u-kal-la
+ ka sibli tahaSal taSahal
13. [ina mé kasi] talas(as) kakkad-su tuzarrab(ab) tasamid-ma fimu IITkan
la tapattar.
14, .....4ka kimi hasli ina tabati talas(as) kakkad-su tuzarrab(ab)
tasamid-ma fimu IIT*@» Ja tapattar
15. .,...

4 ka Sammugap ina Sizbi talas(aS) tuzarrab(ab) ditto.

16. ........
17. .......

ina Sizbi talaS(as) tuzarrab(ab) ditto
ina Sizbi talas(as) tuzarrab(ab) ditto

18. .........

talaS(as) tuzarrab(ab) ditto

19. ......... Tikkeburasi tikkukukri
ce oe ae eneae ee tuzarrab(ab) ditto
A sass s s lidau bat dira-bil....... 10 vagga
22. ... -ra eStenis(niS)tahaSal taSahal ina Sikari u-sa tuballal .....
[tasamid |(id)
BBs er dpa eeu’ i ka tikkuburasid ka... 4kaisusi-hu[rat..... }-nu
2
ee
niku.... . Sikari u-sa tuSabSal-ma ibalut
25. ..... -ma-ti ina mé kasi talas(as) tuzarrab... .
26. ... ir su Sarat kakkadi-Su izzaza(za)is4¥ kukri......
27. .... ina Yedugpy.pv tu-ba-har kakkad-su
28. ....

himeti ina iSati tuSabSal(Sal) ......
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. . tikkumurri Sikari p1.p1 himeti ina i8ati tuSabSal[(Sal) .. . .

30. ...... kib-sit amr.pap.pu amelfiti cir.pap.pu imeri(?).....
)
re
ina iSat aSagi kakkad-su [tukattar]
ee ee Gla. NE. NIT. NBGE.....
SOR ae Bi BEEN 2...
are
DAN(?).NA MUL.LA......
BOD. Ge sees ote

Zak Kat. ..6

36. ... [Siptu anritu III-su
is BA ee
We:
Ss
;

] tamannu(nu) eli.....

IG ME AZAGGA ......
Oe
ABs oaiieneaes

Ph tas ure. i KACO NE a4 2-05-06 odie kabli eli-su tamannu... .
Cee
Sammukur
... 42 ..... fimu IIIkan Ja [tapattar]|
OM 6-04 «eae [ina mé]kasi talas(a8) tasamid-su-ma .
44, Enuma ditto kit-[ni-e].........
la-as]....
45. Enuma ditto kit-ni-e......
a

[§ammu]su-pa-lam ina Sikari ta-

kimi lapti eStenis(nis) tabaSal taSabal

46. Enuma ditto } ka kit[ni-e]......

talas(aS) tuzarrab(ab) .. .

47, Enuma ditto} ka.......

talas(as) tuzarrab(ab) .. .

48. Enuma dittoika.......
tuzarrab(ab) . .

taSahal tahaSal ina mé kasi talas(as)

49) Hewmneg Gtto . . os.
6 oes ina mé kasi talaS(as) .. .
50. Enuma ditto......
_*

re

rae
>) eee
eee

ina Sikari talas(aS) tuzarrab(ab) .... .

ina mé kasi talas(aS) tuzarrab(ab) .. .
ina mé kasi talaS(as) tuzarrab(ab) .. .
ina mé kasi talaS(as) tuzarrab(ab) .. .
ina Sur-Sum-mi Sikari taléS(aS) tuzarrab .. .

Th 6a sn% Sammugpr ina mé kasi timissi(si) } ka is¢Bar[Hus]... .
56.
. tahaSal taSahal ina mé kasi taléS(aS) kakkad-su u irat-su
tasamid ....
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Enuma [ditto] . . .. kimi haSli tuballal ina mé kasi talas(as)
tasamid(id)
Enuma [ditto]... . kimi hasli ina mé kasi ta-la-as tuzarrab(ab)
tasamid-ma fmu IIe Ja tapattar
59. Enuma [ditto]... . ku II kata» tuballal ina mé kasi u Sikari
talas(as) ditto
60.

Enuma ditto . . su-pa-lu ina Saman Bu.pt u mé kasi talaS(a3) ditto

61. Enuma amelu |kakkad]-su uhammat titti tuzarrab(ab) kimi a8.an.na
ina mé kasi talas(as) ina fmu XVkam (vy, imu Vka™) tasamid
62.

Enuma.. . Tie(?) up.pA pI.pI tahasal taSahal ina mé kasi talas(as)
fimu IIIkam tasamid
63. ... kakkadi-su (v. kabal kakkadi-Su) §4™™uba-la(?) tu-uz-za-rib
irsiti ina mé kasi talaS(asS) ina Samni ES.m1S tasamid
66. [Enuma] . . kakkadi-Su ut-bi-i
talas(as) kakkad-su tasamid

La tinuri kimi haSli ina mé kasi

THE

FIRST

CHAPTER
OF
FORM AND

EZRA IN
SETTING

ITS

ORIGINAL

By C. C. Torrey
Yale University
I have shown in a previous article (this Jowrnal, Vol. XXIII,
pp. 138 f.) that our canonical book of Ezra is a mutilated
recension, made by cutting out the (interpolated) Story of the
Three Youths together with a part of the Chronicler’s own narrative which had been so firmly welded to it by a redactor as now
to seem inseparable from it. I have also give’ (ibid., pp. 190-96)
a translation of the Story of the Three Youtlfs in its. primitive
form, and also of the two small “patches” which were composed
by the interpolator (pp. 197, 199); it now remains to restore this
portion of the Chronicler’s history to its original condition,
printing it as it stood in the latter part of the third century B. c.,
before the story was interpolated.
The complete accomplishment of this task involves the retranslation, from Greek into Hebrew, of an extended passage which is
now extant only in our ‘First Esdras.”
Such retranslations are
rarely worth while, for they can never reproduce the exact wording of the original, and hardly ever give much real assistance in
the cases where there is no Semitic text by which they can be
controlled.
The present case ig peculiar, however, in that the
Chronicler is the writer, and the matters with which he is dealing are nearly all such as he has dealt with repeatedly elsewhere.
No other writer in all the Old Testament shows so little variation,
in his choice of material and in his literary style, as the Chronieler; his mannerisms, stock phrases, lexical and grammatical
peculiarities, and favorite subjects, are everywhere conspicuous and
easily recognized.
That is, we do have in this case original
Semitic texts by which the translation can be controlled.
Nearly
everything which stands in this Greek fragment can be more or
less easily paralleled from other parts of the Chronicler’s work.
When to this is added the fact that the Greek here is well pre7
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served and its meaning nowhere obscure, while we know it to be
in general a faithful rendering, it will be seen that a Hebrew text
can be restored concerning which it is possible to feel some confidence that it everywhere stands near to what the Chronicler
himself wrote.
For this reason, and also for the sake of demonstrating in this most tangible way that I Esdr. 4:47b-56, 62—5:9
is a rendering from the Hebrew, and from the Hebrew of the
Chronicler, I have undertaken the retranslation.
Without this
last step, my demonstration, as such, would be defective.
The portion of the Chronicler’s history here printed and translated includes II Chron. 86:20. 21; Ezra 1:1-11; I Esdras
4:47b-56, 62, 63; 5:1-6; Ezra 2:1-3a.
This all I believe to
be the work of the Chronicler’s own hand, written originally in
this order, and substantially in the form here presented. Evidence
of this, beyond what has already been given, will appear in the
notes appended to the Hebrew text.
There is no break in the
narrative, nor does anything appear to be missing—unless possibly
the subject of the verb in I Esdr. 4:62.
The proof of the Chronicler’s authorship of the sections now
extant only in I Usdr. is abundant and of every variety, including
the constant emphasis laid upon those things which the Chronicler
alone, of all O. T. writers, makes prominent; the recurrence of his
favorite phrases, in just the forms which he habitually employs; the
use of words and constructions found elsewhere only in his writings;
and the plain traces of his unique style, seen even in this Greek
disguise.
Moreover, the manner in which this section fills the
gap between the first two chapters of Ezra is proof of the strongest
kind, as I have shown in detail elsewhere (loc. cit., pp. 130-33).
I have made the extract begin at II Chron. 36:20, instead of
vs. 22, for two reasons.
In the first place, vs. 22 (= Ezra 1:1)
contains a reference to the quotation in vs. 21, which ought therefore to be included, together with vs. 20, which introduces it.
And in the second place, the end of II Chron. and the beginning
of Ezra, originally written in one piece without any break, have
never been printed continuously, so far as I know; and it is highly
desirable that this portion of the Chronicler’s history should for
once appear in its primitive form.
Most scholars now profess to

Tue
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believe that Ezra, chap. 1 was written by the Chronicler in continuation of II Chron., chap. 36, but in their mode of dealing with
the two ‘“‘books” they persistently deny the fact.'
It very rarely
happens that the same man writes a commentary on both Chronicles
and Ezra-Nehemiah, or even makes a careful study of both of these
divisions of the history.
The commentator on Ezra-Nehemiah
finishes his work without troubling himself to examine I and II
Chron., and vice versa—as though one should comment on half of
the book of Ezekiel without closely examining the other half.
The present misunderstanding of Ezr.-Neh. is due in no small
measure to this traditional blunder of method.
The occurrence
of the passage Ezr. 1:1-3a in two places is recognized as the
result of an arbitrary rearrangement of the history, made long
after the Chronicler’s day;’ but one scholar after another treats
the passage, in either place, as though he had a lingering feeling
that it was actually written twice over by its author, or else, that
it was “taken over” from one book into another.
The climax, in
this regard, seems to me to be reached by Kittel, in his edition of
the Hebrew text of Chronicles for the Polychrome Bible, where
he prints this passage in light red (the color used for sections
“derived from passages preserved in our present O. T.”!), thus
obscuring as completely as possible the true state of the case.
It
will hardly be superfluous, therefore, to print the verses for once in
their original context.’
1In Kautzsch’s Heilige Schrift des A. T., the fact that the order of the Hebrew canon is
followed is no sufficient excuse for printing Ezra before ( hronicles.
2 The versesip question were not, as the textbooks say, ‘‘added to the end of Chronicles”
(as though the book had ever had another ending!). Whoever first cut off the Ezr.-Neh.
portion made it begin at II Chron. 36:22 because with this verse Cyrus and the new era were
introduced. Then, when the preceding portion of the history was also set apart as a book
by itsIf, it was made to overlap the other by a f. w sentences; not ‘in order to provide for
the book an auspicious ending,” but either in order to preserve evidence of the fact that the
two *‘ books’’ were origiually parts of the same whole, and that this was the point of their
juncture, or else merely as the result of a copyist’s carelessness. In the history of ancient
literature there are some striking parallels of this latter kind. Thus Freudenthal, Hellenistische Studien, 1875, p. 200, speaking of the MS tradition of the works of Eusebius: ‘* Wenn
aber am Ende des ersten und zweiten Buches der praep. die langen E:nleitungen zum zweiten
und dritten Buche abgeschrieben, anerster Stelle sogar mitten im Satze abgebrochen
werden, so wird man eine solehe Plumpheit nicht Eusebios, sondern seinen Abschreibern
zur Last legen. Sie ist aber in alle Handschriften eingedrungen, weil alle
Abschriften eines Ureodex sind.”” The reason why II Chron. ends with the word bom,
without finishing
the sentence, may be either that this is the first possible stoppingplace after the mention of Cyrus, or else that this word happened to end the line,
or the page, in the manuscript which first made the separation.
3To illustrate further the current misinterpretation of the double occurrence of the
two verses iu question: Kittel, Biicher der Chronik (in Nowack’s Handkommentar), p. 178,
on II Chron. 36:22 f., writes: ‘* Die Worte finden sich wortlich auch als Anfang des kanon-
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A word in regard to the punctuation of the Hebrew text
which here follows.
Punctuation is as indispensable in Semitic
as in English or any other language, and it is time that some
usable system were adopted for our editions of Old Testament
writings. Unpointed and unpunctuated Hebrew selections are occasionally useful—just as unpointed Greek texts are often used—
for pedagogic purposes; but when the books of the Old Testament
are intended not for classroom drill, but for the multitude who
read them for the sake of their contents, to leave them without
punctuation is to leave them half edited.
So long as the massoretic text is left untouched, one can make a shift of using the
division of clauses and phrases made by the “accents;” since
these, though always inexact and often misleading, may be used
as a poor substitute for a system of punctuation.
But the accents
are not always correctly placed; and, what is worse, it is not possible to rearrange them at pleasure.
It occasionally happens, for
example, that the massoretic verse-division is incorrect. This does
not, however, justify any modern scholar in moving the sdf
pasitq (3) to another place.
The sdf pdsiiq belongs to a complivated and very carefully wrought system, in which the disarrangement of any one part affects the rest.
A Hebrew text in which
the verse-dividers are shifted, while the remaining massoretic
accents are left as they were before, is a monstrosity.
The same
is true of the attempt to shift the other accents.
It often happens
that the chief pause within the verse, marked in the traditional
punctuation by the athnachta (,), has been wrongly indicated,
through misunderstanding of the text. But moving the athnachta
to another place is like altering music by moving an occasional
bar one or two notes forward or back.
The massoretic notation
was made for all time, and ought not to be tampered with.
To
endeavor to make use of it in our modern emended texts of the Old
Testament is to attempt the impossible—and the undesirable.
ischen Buchs Esr. 1:1-3a. Einheit des Verfassers beider Biicher .... folgt daraus noch
nicht. Wie beliebt diese Worte .... waren, zeigt auch III Esr. 2:1 ff., ohne dass man daraus weitergehende Schiliisse ziehen darf. Seine urspriingliche Stelle hat das Stiick (wie das
Abbrechen mitten im Satze Esras durch den Chronisten zeigt) bei Esra, mag es nun durch
den Chronisten selbst oder einen Sp&teren hierher gekommen sein.”
And in the Introduction, p. vi: ‘‘Immerhin kann es als bedeutsam argesehen werden,
dass diese alten Erganzer sich fiir ihren Zweck [viz. the purpose
of giving the book of Chron. a
propitious ending] geradean das Buch Esra wandten”’ (the italics are mine). It would be
difficult to give more misinformation in this amount of space. I have quoted the passages
somewhat fully because they represent a view which is widely held.
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It would be an ill-advised proceeding, moreover, to retain a
few of these signs (such as the sdf pasiq, the athnachta, and the
zagef), using them in the place of modern punctuation marks;
first, because they are not at all adapted to such use, and second,
because they already have a distinct use of their own, for which
it is important that they should be kept.’ They are historically
of real value, and—like the rest of the massoretic notation—will
continue to be useful for purposes of reference.’
But they ought
to be an occasional help, not a perpetual encumbrance.
Next to
a Hebrew grammar constructed on modern scientific principles,
the chief desideratum of Old Testament studies at the present day
is an O.T. text printed and punctuated in a way suited to the
needs of modern readers and scholars.
Not primarily an emended
text, or at least, not altered from the massoretic except in the
comparatively small number of cases where both the corruption
and the remedy are practically certain; but one in which the page
is freed from the mass of bewildering and unnecessary ‘‘ points”
and ‘‘accents,” and some use, in the way of punctuation, is made
of the Hebrew studies which have been pursued since the early
Middle Ages.°
Since the Old Testament writings are now, and presumably
always will be, cited by chapter and verse; and since these com4The athnachta, for example, properly belongs in the middle of Gen. 1:1; but there is
no place there for punctuation in our sense of the term.
5To be sure, their original and proper use, as a system of musical notation, is now not
understood at all. As for their serving to divide clauses and phrases, it must be admitted
that they do it very poorly; indeed, they are in their nature incompatible with any strict
division according to the requirements of sense and rhetoric. For instance, they divide as
a rule dichotomously, whether the sentence is thus constructed or not. Punctuation marks
should show to the eye the logical relation of the members of the sentence or period; this
the massoretic notes rarely can do. If one should set the first chapter of Genesis to musie,
and then print the English text without punctuation proper, but use for that purpose the
bars and double-bars of the music printed above each line, the result would be much like
what we have throughout our O. T.
6 The Biblia Hebraica recently edited by a number of scholars under the general supervision of Professor R. Kittel shows a curious mixture of the obsolete with the modern. It
is half Massoretic Bible, and half something else. It very properly leaves the last two
words of I Sam. 10:27, for example, where they are instead of making them the beginning
of 11:1, as no one doubts that they originally were. And yet in every part of the O. T, which
now happens to be recognized by these editors as poetry a separation into lines is made,
such as would certainly have astonished the massoretes. This division is based on individual judgment, which is of course now and theu mistaken; the separation of lines being
made in the wrong place, or passages originally written as poetry (such as Isa, 44: 9-20) being
here invidiously set apart as prose. All the bewildering rubbish of ‘ accents” is retained,
and yet in the footnotes frequent proposals are made to shift these signs to other places,
treating them as punctuation marks. If it was thought desirable to print the Massoretic
Bible once more, would it not have been better to do simply that, leaving modern ideas and
scholarship to be embodied in an edition of another sort, such as would be made in the case
of any Greek classic?
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positions are, in fact, made up of comparatively short sentences,
with which the present “verses” are generally intended to correspond; it is important that the end of the verse should be very
distinctly marked.
I have therefore chosen the sign © for this
purpose.
The simple period (.) can then be used for the full
stop within the verse, wherever this is necessary.
For the division of the sentence into its component parts, the reversed comma
(«) and semicolon (;) will usually suffice.
THE

CHRONICLER’S NARRATIVE OF THE
FROM THE EXILE

II Chron. "2 THT od2a3
ee
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"Ba TT 37
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@T have inserted the words B°T25 3273 here, from the preceding context, merely for convenience.
b $55 is of course the country Babylonia, not the city Babylon.
°The quotation from “Jeremiah” evidently includes the whole
of the rest of the verse, not merely the next clause, or the next
two clauses (as in Kautzsch’s. Heilige Schrift des A. T.). The
part relating to the “70 years” is found in Jer. 25:12; 29:10,
while the remainder occurs in our Bible only in Lev. 26:34 f.;
cf. vs. 43.
It is possible, but not probable, that the Book of
Jeremiah in the form known to the Chronicler actually contained
all this.
What is much more likely is, that he made up the
citation freely, without caring to be exact.
The identity of the
prediction in Leviticus with that in Jeremiah would seem to
any exegete of his school to be assured by the designation of the
period of exile as a “Sabbath,” coupled with the significant fourfold repetition of the number seven in vss. 18, 21, 24, and 28.
Thus it would be quite natural to combine the two passages in a
single loose ‘‘quotation,” which was not intended to be direct,
as the past tenses show.
4On the computation of the “seventy years,” see Note A, at
the end of this article.
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©The evidence, including MT in II Chron. 36:22, strongly
favors “53 instead of "5%.
‘Our massoretic text has the original reading here, that of
I Esdr. is inferior.
The Chronicler is especially fond of making
these foreign kings apply to Yahwé the simple title “God of
Heaven;” thus, for example, 6:9, 10 (Darius II); 7:12, 21, 23
(Artaxerxes II). See also the one on the last words of vs. 3.
The L text of I Esdr. adds at this point 6s wpoOupetrar rod
mopevOjvat, i. e., the interpretative expansion which is so eminently
characteristic of this particular recension.
Guthe, in the Polychrome Bible, translates the words into Hebrew and inserts them
in his text; a strange proceeding.
»At this point the book II Chron. ends.
iGuthe (op. cit.) says of these last four words that they “give
prima facie the impression of a gloss.”
One wonders to whom
they could give such an impression, and what manner of man it
could be who would append such a “gloss” as this. No one could
be so likely to write these words as the Chronicler himself.
The
comparison of these verses, 2 and 3, with the beginning of the
letter of Artaxerxes II, Ezr. 7:12-15, is interesting. There, also,
the king is made by the Chronicler to employ first the term “God
9
of Heaven,” and then on the next occasion to vary this with “the
God of Israel, whose dwelling is in Jerusalem.”
kD
“goods” is of course not to be “emended’’ to 22",
merely because I Esdr. happens to mistranslate it in vs. 6 (here
in vs. 4 there isa double rendering).
5" is a favorite word
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with the Chronicler, and is exactly what is needed here, between
the “silver and gold” and the ‘“‘beasts” (which here meant ridingbeasts, cf. Neh. 2:12, 14).
'The characteristic use of the preposition 4 (= “namely” ) in
525 ought not to be misunderstood.
It is exactly the same use
which we find in classical Arabic (Wright, Grammar’, II, 151 C),
and is closely allied to its use with the object of the verb in the
Aramaic dialects, and to the construction which is employed in
7:14 (see the note there).
The meaning “with reference to”
lies at the root of all these uses and those allied to them.
This
extended use of the preposition 5, in a considerable variety of
ways, is one of the most marked characteristics of the Chronicler’s
style; see my Composition of Ezra-Neh., pp. 16, 18 (below), 21
(top).
The attempt of Haupt, Polychrome Bible, to explain
the 5, here and in vs. 11, as an ‘emphatic particle” is a mistaken one.
The omission of the relative pronoun "ZN here, after 5, is
another mark of the Chronicler’s hand.
Cf. the end of vs. 6.
™MT OTS
IpPIM, “they assisted with their hands,” a reading
which is possible, but improbable. The familiar idiom “‘strengthened their hands,” BM
pin, is almost certainly what was
intended (cf. e. g. Ezr. 6:22), and in this idiom the presence of
the preposition 2 is forbidden by usage and analogy. The reading
of MT is merely the result of a copyist’s carelessness.
"In this verse the list given in vs. 4 is repeated, the words
standing in the same order; and the use of the article with
each noun in the second list leads us to suppose that the
two were intended to be identical.
This fact, coupled with the
testimony of I Esdr. (€v waow, €v apyupim cai xté) makes it
certain that we should read tt
F052 Line
253 in place of ene
FES eae
"253.
Similarly Guthe.
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°The emendation of 725 to a> (very often used by the
Chronicler), following I Esdr, os mAeéorass,’ has already been
made by Klostermann (Gesch. des Volkes Israel, p. 229) and
others, and is indispensable.
The verse needs no other emendation, beyond changing the massoretic “punctuation.””
Guthe
makes three other alterations, no one of which can be permitted.
That the ‘‘costly presents” (M7573, cf. IZ Chron. 32:23) constituted the ‘“free-will offering’ 9 mentioned in vs. 4 is made as
plain as possible by the verb.
PThe relative pronoun is again omitted after 25; see the
comment on vs. 5.
(“MT has N°ST here also, as well as at the beginning of the
verse.
It is very probable, however, that we should read N°3,
since this is the verb which the Chronicler regularly uses in
speaking of this event (II Chron. 36:7, 18), and the one which
seems to have been rendered here by the old Greek version
(I Esdr. 2:9 petnveycer, cf. 1:39 amevéyeas = II Chron. 36:7
N24, and 1:51 amnveyeav = the same in II Chron. 36:18.
Cf.
also 6:25 = Ezr. 5:14, and 8:59 = Ezr. 8:30).
I can see no
justification for the reading
""O, which Guthe proposes here.
ras 59 means “by the -hand of,” or “under the direction of;”
so I Chron. 25:2 TON 7 59, “under the direction of Asaph ;”
ef. IL Chron, 26:13, etc.
There is no “ellipsis” here, and the
text is sound.
I Esdr. has rapéd@xev adta McOpidarn, and Batten
(Polychrome Bible, Ezra, p. 57) asserts that “in Ezr. 8:26, 33
mapédwxev stands for spw ,’ and emends accordingly.
Bertholet,
Esra und Nehemia, quotes this with hesitating approval. But the
statement is true in neither one of the passages cited; in the
former (I Esdr. 8:56) the equivalent of the verb bpw is oTnaAas,
and in the other (I Esdr. 8:61) its equivalent is ora@év.
The
7The ev@vs in the L text, at the end of the verse, is merely the result of dittography of
the preceding 0 voids,
8 The wetynyayev of Cod. B is of course a mere copyist’s blunder.
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complementary verb easiliian, srapeds0y) is merely added by
the translator, as happens over and over again in this version.
‘On the name “Sheshbazzar,” and its rival forms, especially
‘“‘Sanabassar,”’ see Note B, at the end of this article.
‘The noun 5U™38 is a loan-word from the Greek, as is quite
generally recognized.
It is probably not, however, from «aptandos, “basket,” which is quite unsuitable here (the only place of
its occurrence ), but from xpatnp, “‘bowl.”’
"MT
DOrw>z ; see Note C.
YMT
755775 is evidently corrupt.
The word is otherwise
unknown, and the only suggested meaning, “knives,” is not
suited to this context.
Theodotion had the same reading before
him, but did not know what it meant; he simply follows the rootmeaning of the verb [5% in his wapndAaypeva.
The old Greek
version, preserved in I Esdr., renders by @uvéoxat, which is elsewhere used to translate MED or MMM, but seems in all cases to
be merely a non-committal rendering.
The lists of names of
these costly vessels and implements given in the older O. T. books
generally contain the words orovéeia, diddar, Ovicxa (so I Esdr.
here; cf. also I Mace. 1:22), to which are sometimes added one
or more of the names tpv8dia, AaBides, rupeia, émapvotpides
—all
more or less uncertain as to their Hebrew equivalents.
See for
example Exod. 25:29; 37:16, 20 (23); Num. 4:7; I Kings 7:50=
II Chron. 4:21 (where the Greek has omitted several words by
mistake).
There is one Hebrew word, occurring in each of these
lists, of which D°55"2 might easily be a corruption, namely
ppl (Greek AaBides; érapvotpides in I Kings 7:49?).
See
Exod. 25:38; 37:23; Num. 4:9; I Kings 7:49; II Chron. 4:21.
This may be accepted tentatively as the original reading here. If
it is correctly pointed D°7p5%2 (dual), it probably means “snuffers.”
According to II Chron. 4:21, these were made for Solomon “of
the purest gold.”
“MT O57 Fos ; see Note C.
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*We have no right to insert the article (o°>557), as is done
by Guthe, Bertholet, and others.
To appeal to ‘““LXX” and
“T Esdras” is of course not permissible.
The Greek translators
could not avoid using the article.
The use of 55 with a plural
noun determined in fact though not in form is familiar in poetry,
e. g. nismow > in Isa. 28:8; other examples in the Lexicon of
Brown-Driver-Briggs.
The Chronicler has precisely the same
thing in 10:3, O23 2.
¥This is the same use of the preposition 5 as that described
above, in the note on 525 in vs. 5.
7T have restored to the Hebrew here the two numerals which
follow MIN.
On the numbers of this list, and the emendations
here made, see Note C, at the end of this article.
“The use of this infinitive is thoroughly characteristic of the
Chronicler’s style. Guthe’s ‘‘emendation”’ here, based professedly (but not really) on I Esdr., is a singular performance.
>The interpolator changed this to wt", besides making the
other slight alterations which were necessary; see above, pp. 197 ff.
¢As in II Chron. 30:1; Neh. 2:7, ete.
Cf. also Ezr. 4:7, 11,
17, 18, ete.
‘Rendered by otcoveuos by this same translator in I Esdr.
8:64 (== Ezr. 8:36).
*Rendered by torapyns also Dan. 3:2 f. (same translator); cf.
also vs. 48 in this chapter. The most common rendering is éwapxos,
I Esdr. 8:64; 6:3, 7, ete. But there is a good deal of freedom in
the translation of these titles, and the textual tradition of a succession of them is likely to be untrustworthy. Certainty is impossible.
‘=p is often translated by otpatnyos; so Dan. 10:13, 20 (twice) ;
cf. also II Chron. 32:21, ete.
®Cf. Dan. 2:48 (Theod.) and the Heb. of Ezr. 9:2.
Possibly
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these last two titles should be transposed. If the original Hebrew
text of the verse really contained four such nouns (as seems highly
probable from vs. 49, where they appear in the contrary order),
then it is pretty certain that these which I have giver were the
four.
*Often used thus by the Chronicler; cf. II Chron. 2:7; Ezr.
2:63; Neh. 7:65; 8:14, 15; 10:31; 13:1, 19, 22. In Neh. 2:7 we
have a very close parallel to this passage.
'The Chronicler’s favorite and characteristic way of continuing, with the use of the substituted 5. Cf. for example eddy7:28:
“before the king and his counselors and before all ( 54
2
) the
officers,”’ etc.
KSee my article in the forthcoming O. T. and Semitic Studies
in Memory of W. R. Harper, Vol. II.
'These words are quoted .Exr. 3:7.
™Cf. Ezr. 6:8; I Esdr. 6:2
"As in Ezr. 1:1, and eas in the latest O.T. books in
speaking of the Persian kingdom.
°This word does not happen to be used by the Chronicler outside this chapter; it is pretty certainly the one employed by him
here, however.
PCf. Dan. 2:10 (dvvaorns), 15; also Ezr. 4:20, ete.
4Cf. with these titles the list in vs. 47, and see the notes
there.
‘More likely than by, as the meaning is “enter with authority,”
rather than “attack” as an enemy.
*Cf. the use of the same verb, rendered by d:axparovow. in the
second half of the verse.
‘With this clause cf. Ezr. 7:24=I1 Esdr. 8:22, a passage also
composed by the Chronicler.
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"T Chron. 27:25; cf. also Neh. 6:2.
YUndoubtedly the verbal noun which was used, though it is
not found elsewhere in the Chronicler’s writings.
“In I Esdr. 76 éepdv is the standing equivalent of DYNA M2;
see for examples 1:8 (II Chron. 35:8); 7:7 (Hzr. 6:17); pa
17, 22
(=Ezr. 7:16, 19, 24); 8:59, 64 (=Ezr. 8:30, 36);
8:78,
88(=Ezr. 9:9; 10:1); 9:1, 6 (—Ezr. 10:6, 9). The satire
of 52°71 in I Esdr. is usually vads.
*So also 8:19 (Ezr. 7:22), and cf. especially I Chron. 29:7.
y¥Cf. Neh. 10:35, 36, etc.; and see the note on BY2 ON, etc.,
in my Comp. of Ezr.-Neh., p. 25. For the trans., cf. I Esdr. 5:50;
6:29, xa? npépav.
?7The construction nizam Y is also possible —for
the
Chronicler, but for no other O. T. writer.
See Driver’s list
(in his Introd.) of constructions characteristic of the Chronicler,
no. 38.
But the finite verb—the usual construction—is more
probable.
“The Greek translator misunderstood this infinitive.
He supposed it to be a continuation of MMD5\, vs. 51, and to be governed
by ams", vs. 49; whereas it is, on the contrary, a continuation
of ya> , and dependent on mn>.
The mistake was made all
the easier by the position of the infinitive a™pm>, which the
translator seems to have connected with the following words;
see below. -With xaprrodcOa as the rendering of mds, cf. the
translation of Diy by «dprrwpa, Exod. 30:9; 40:6, 10, etc., and
by xdprwous, Lev. 4:10, 18; Job 42:8.
The Syr.-Hex. renders
here by wade.
>See the note on M3W2 MI in vs. 51. One of the Chronicler’s
favorite phrases.
‘Another word which the Chronicler is fond of using, and
évroXn is one of the usual equivalents.
Cf. Neh. 10:33; 11:23;
13:5; II Chron. 29:25, etc. This idea of the ritual as definitely
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prescribed by divine law is always made prominent by the
Chronicler; cf. also II on 35:12 f.; Neh. 8:15, 18; 10:35, 37,
ete.
The construction with 59 here, as in Neh. 11:23.
¢The usual equivalent of rpoodpépev; cf. e. g. 1:10 (II Chron.
35:12); 6:30 (Ezr. 6:10); 8:63 (Ezr.8:35).
‘It is generally supposed that this verse speaks of a commandment of seventeen (!) daily offerings on the altar.
Commentators usually content themselves with wondering whence the writer
of the passage obtained his information; so e. g., Fritzsche,
Comm., echoed by Guthe in Kautzsch’s Apokryphen.
But the
érta xal déka is found only in the Egyptian Greek and the versions made from it,’ and it is not present in either the Lucian
recension or the earlier Syrian Greek represented by the Latin
version.
It therefore plainly originated in some clerical blunder
in an early Egyptian Greek MS. The original translation was, in
all probability, «ai éi 7d @vcvactHpiov orAoKavTM@paTa KapTrovaBat
Kal’ nuépav, cada Eyovow évrornv, Etc 5€ Kai mpoodepev adda
taXxavra déka Kat évavtov.
This would account for both the
Syrian and the Egyptian readings, since the 7poopépew, wrongly
used by the translator (see the note above), was sure to be connected soon with évToAnv, whereupon the corruption of ét dé «al
to érta «ai déka would be very easy.
Observe that the Lucian
text inserts rpocdepev a second time, besides making other stylistic
alterations in the usual manner.
‘See the note on the same phrase in vs. 51.
® More likely than nim>.
This is a construction often substituted for the infinitive by the Chronicler; see, e. g., Neh. 2:8;
10:31; 18:1.
hAs in Jer. 34:8.
See further the note on vs. 49, above.
iTIpooBatvew for M59; cf. 8:1 (Ezr. 7:1, 6), and mrpécBaors
for m 2, Josh. 15:7
kThis is of course the place for the verse-division.
9It is found in the Hexaplar Syriac, though not in Lagarde’s edition; see the reading
of the MS published by me, this Journal, Vol. XXIII, p. 69. It is also in the Ethiopic.
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'This verse and the following verses are taken up with the
Chronicler’s own pet interests.
M22 here exactly as in II Chron.
31:4, where the whole passage (vss. 2-4) affords a close parallel.
Cf. also Neh. 12:44, 47; 13:10.
The Greek rendering yopnyia,
“wage,” is an excellent one.
™These “priestly robes” were very important in the eye of the
Chronicler.
Cf. Ezr. 2:69; Neh. 7:69, 71. The form of the
phrase here can hardly have been other than the one which I have
written.
For the Greek rendering cf. I Esdr. 5:44.
"Cf. Ezr. 8:17; Neh. 10:37; II Chron. 31:2, ete.
°Cf. especially Neh. 13:10, and see the note on the preceding
verse.
’ For this form of words cf. II Chron. 6:5.
4The Chronicler uses both the gal (I Chron. 28:20; II Chron.
8:16, etc.) and the piel (II Chron. 31:7) of D5.
‘The niphal infinitive, as in Hag. 1:2; Zech. 8:9.
Cf. also
I Chron. 22:19; Ezr. 1:11, and the hophal infin. in Ezr. 3:11.
SCf. Neh. 11:19; 13:22.
The Chronicler intends here his
Levitical ‘“‘gate-keepers;” see also II Chron. 23: 4-7; Neh. 7:1;
12:25, ete., and the following note. For him, the Levites are the
first in war as well as in peace.
Josephus (xi, 3, 8) interprets
correctly: tots puAak Ths wéAews Kai TOd vaod.
*The most likely equivalent of «Ayjpous on general grounds;
see also especially Lev. 6:10 (17); Deut. 18:8, where the same
word is used and the same thing is meant, namely the allotment
made to the Levites.
"’ Oona, “wages,” is too general a term to give any certainty in
retranslating.
mica is perhaps as good as anything, see II Chron.
31:19; but nis (Neh. 12:44,47; 13:10) or Misa (Neh. 13:5, cf.
10:33, and the ‘rabbinical use of the word ) would also do very well.
At this point the interpolator made his second insertion, vss.
57-61; see this Journal, Vol. XXITI, pp. 198 f.
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‘It is of course possible that the subject of the verb (such as
Dit OS, or MN
"3S 25) originally followed here, but was
removed by the interpolator.
This supposition is not necessary,
however.
’ As so often in the writings of the Chronicler.
This clause has
a close parallel in I Chron, 29: 20, TDN TT pn b5 72737)
omnss , cf. Ezr. 7:27, ete.
*This phrase does not occur elsewhere, and my rendering is
merely tentative. "Adeous
=}rine in Esth. 2:18, and Symmachus
translates FT by aveows in "Ex. 8:11 (15).
The Latin has
remissionem et refrigerium.
y See the note on vs. 51.
z As in II Chron. 6:33; 7:14, etc
«’ExwOwvitovro (elsewhere in the O. T. only Esth. 3:15) is
plainly one of the free renderings so often found in this version.
The —
verb must have been "720", cf. II Chron. 29: 9,
36: 80:25; Neh. 12:43 f., ete.
> For this combination, “songs and rejoicing,” see Neh. 12:27;
II Chron. 23:18, etc. IF in I Chron. 16:27; Neh. 8:10; Ezr.
6:16 (written by the Chronicler).
¢So very frequently in the Chronicler; e. g., II Chron. 7:9;
80:21; 35:17; Ezr. 6:22; Neh. 8:18.
4Thus for example Ezr. 7:1.
¢QOne of the favorite phrases of this writer.
Cf. Ezr. 2:59;
7:28: 8:1; 10:16, and for this form of the words I Chron. 7:7 5
40; 24:4.
‘For the use of the preposition (Greek xara) cf. I Esdr. 1:5
(= II Chron. 35:5), ete.
«For the servants and the cattle cf. Ezr.
words in I Esdr. 5:41) and Ezr. 1:4, 6

2:65

(same Greek
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* Changed by the interpolator to “Darius;’ > see the note on
4:47.
‘The numeral following the noun, after the manner so common
in the Chronicler; Ges.-Kautzsch § 134,c. The “horsemen” as in
Ezr. 8:22 (Chr.); Neh. 2:9.
kThe characteristic 5 49, so sure a mark of the Chronicler’s
hand; see my Composition of Ezra-Neh., p. 19.
For amoxataoTnoa = 2°, cf. 6:25 (Ezr. 6:5).
'The preposition 5 as in Ezr. 2:1, ete.
"It is obvious that the Heb. text here was slightly corrupt;
vs. 2 should end at this point.
The Chronicler hardly meant to
say that King Cyrus sent a military band of musicians along with
the returning exiles; those who played the instruments were the
children of Israel, as usual.
Tla(few is of course pry ; and this
verb in the sense “play upon” a musical instrument is
construed with 3.
The source of the text-corruption is thus
evident: The eye of the copyist strayed from DDI to Dw,
ete., just below; he accordingly added these three nouns, and then
returned and wrote the remainder of the clause.
Cf. I Chron.
13:8 (II Sam. 6:5); 15:29; 25:6 £; II Chron. 23:18; 29:28;
Neh. 12:27.
The Chronicler’s especial fondness for this musical
pageant is well known.
"Generally used in these lists of instruments just as though
""2 were the name of one of them. Movov«év also in 5:57 (59),
but there "" is not found in our Hebrew.
°Avdnos for D5
also in II Sam. 6:5.
The Chronicler is
so fond of the instrument D°NS72 that it was probably not missing here.
P The Greek has: «al éroincev av’tois cuvavaBinva per éxeivov,
which is nonsense, and a particularly good example of mistranslation.
The Greek translator read Drs onow, ‘‘and he
sent them with them,” instead of the correct DMN ond , “and
sending them” (on their way).
The piel of mbui is the stem
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elsewhere used with this meaning, and that fact may have misled
him.
Josephus, it is to be noticed, emends the clause rightly.
ICf. Ezr. 2:1; 8:1; Neh. 7:4-6; 12:1, ete.
‘Thus (zazpa/) our translator renders this same expression in
the two other cases where it came before him: 5:37 (= Ezr. 2:59)
and 9:16 (=Ezr. 10:16). The Chronicler is fond of the phrase,
using it in IT Chron. 31:17 and more than a dozen other passages.
*See the note on vs. 1.
‘This translator uses pepidapyia for WH'NT also in 8:28
(= Ezr. 8:1), and this Hebrew word is the only one to expect
here.
The Chronicler is the only O. T. writer to use it; and this
particular form (hithpael infin. with third plur. suffix) occurs
also in I Chron. 4:33; 7:5, 7, 9, 40; 9:22; II Chron. 31:16; Ezr.
8:1.
A striking instance.
"Greek simply of ‘epeis; but the preposition probably stood in
the original, and was dropped by accident because of the BD just
preceding.
It is characteristic of the Chronicler that he should
mention Jeshua, the representative of the priests, before Zerubbabel, on this occasion when they are first introduced.
YGreek, xai lwaxe o tod ZopoBaBer (the L text, characteristically, 6 «ai ZopoBaBer!),
The corruption of the Hebrew
underlying this was very slight: the last two letters of the name
“Seraiah” were dittographed; and then, of necessity, the ‘3
was read j2.
The text thus became F™W j2---- - 910
ban 1 (j)2
pri) . For the Op"%—which must, in any case,
have been the origin of this lwaxe—cf. Ezr. 1:5.
For this
use of the preposition (almost a ‘“‘S of accompaniment”) cf.
II Chron. 22:1, D°2°72 = “bringing the Arabs with them,”
cf. 21:16.
If it were not for this exact parallel—and for the
fact that the Chronicler is notoriously a law unto himself in the
use of prepositions—I should have emended in some other way;
for example, $2257) 235 Dp".
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“So, e. g., Ezr. 3:8. In this verse the hand of the interpolator
appears for the last time: see this Journal, Vol. XXIII, p. 201.
*The phrase used so often by the Chronicler.
¥Greek, Tod mpwrou unvos (arbitrarily revised in L). This is
not the result of mistranslation, but of corruption of the Greek.
The original reading was T7 tp@tn Tod wnvds.
The tn before Tov
was dropped by accident, and the article was then made to agree.
The reason why the excision of the interpolation was made at
just this point is obvious; see also this Journal, Vol. XXIII,
p. 139.
*These three names are given correctly in Neh. 7:7, as the
comparison of I Esdr. shows.
“Corrected according to Neh. and I Esdr.
>The interpretative addition in I Esdr. 5:8, trav rponyoupevwr
avt@v, probably had no Hebrew original. Cf. the similar addition
in vs. 9.
The verse must end at this point, not after the following clause.
TRANSLATION
36” And (the Chaldean king) carried away to Babylonia those IT Chron.
36:20, 21
left from the sword, and they were servants to him and his sons
until the rise of the kingdom of Persia, “in fulfilment of the word
of Yahwé by the mouth of Jeremiah, ‘until the land had enjoyed
her sabbaths; all the days that she lay waste she rested, to the
completion of seventy years.’
1' But in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, in fulfilment Ezr. 1:1-11
of the word of Yahwé by the mouth of Jeremiah, Yahwe stirred
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the heart” of Cyrus king of Persia, so that he sent a proclamation
through all his kingdom, even in writing, saying: “Thus saith
Cyrus king of Persia: All the kingdoms of the earth are given.
to me from Yahwé the God of heaven, and he has given me
commandment to build him a house in Jerusalem which is in
Judea.
“Whoever is among you of all his people, may his God
be with him, and let him go up to Jerusalem which is in Judea,
and build the house of Yahwé the God of Israel; he is the God
who dwells in Jerusalem.
‘And each one of the Remnant," in
any place where he sojourns let the men of his place assist him
with silver and gold, with goods and beasts of burden; in addition to the freewill offering for the house of God which is in
Jerusalem.
*Then arose the chief of the fathers of Judah and Benjamin,
and the priests, and the Levites; namely all whose heart God
stirred, to go up and build the house of Yahwé which is in
Jerusalem.
‘And all those round about them strengthened their
hands in every way; with silver and gold, with goods and beasts
of burden; and with costly things’ in abundance from all those
who voted gifts.
‘And king Cyrus brought forth the vessels of the house of
Yahwe which Nebuchadnezzar had brought away from Jerusalem
and deposited in the house of his god. *And Cyrus king of Persia
gave them out by the hand of Mithridates the treasurer, and he
numbered them to Sheshbazzar the prince of Judah.
“And this
is the number of them: a thousand basins of gold; a thousand
basins of silver; nine and twenty pairs of snuffers; "thirty bowls
of gold; two thousand

four hundred and ten bowls of silver; and

10 Literally “spirit; so also in vs. 5.
1], e., the “Remnant” of Israel, a standing phrase in Jewish holy writ.
Here, the returning Remnant.
21, e., gifts for the temple and the public worship.
18 We have no reason to be surprised by these numbers, either because of
the large size of some of them, or because of the proportionately very small
size of the two which stand in the middle of the list; first, because we know
neither the character nor the office of these utensils; and second, because the
Chronicler undoubtedly invented all the numbers to suit himself, and we do
not know what considerations may have guided him.
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a thousand other vessels.
"All the vessels of gold and silver
were five thousand four hundred and sixty-nine.
All these
Sheshbazzar brought up when the returning exiles went up from
Babylonia to Jerusalem.
4°’ And Cyrus the king wrote for him letters to all the satraps I4 Esdr.
47b—5:6
and governors and captains and deputies, commanding them to
aid him and all those who were going up with him to build
Jerusalem.
“And he wrote letters to all the governors in the
province Beyond the River, and to those in Lebanon, commanding them to bring cedar wood from Lebanon to Jerusalem, and
to aid him” in building the city. “And concerning the freedom
of all the Jews who went up from his kingdom to Judea, he wrote
that no ruler, deputy, governor, or satrap should forcibly enter
their doors; “that all the territory which they should possess
should be free from tribute; and that the Edomites should relinquish the villages of the Jews which they had seized.
*' For the
building of the temple he ordered twenty talents to be given
yearly until it should be finished; “and for offering the whole
burnt sacrifices upon the altar day by day, according as they had
commandment to offer them, ten other talents yearly."
“For all
those who went up from Babylonia to build the city he commanded that freedom should be given both to them and to their
children.
“To all the priests that went up he commanded to
give the wages, and the priests’ garments in which they minister.
* And to the Levites he ordered to give their portions, until the
day when the house should be finished and Jerusalem builded.
* And he commanded that all those guarding the city should be
given allotments and fees.
“Then all the people" blessed the God of their fathers, because
4 Cf. Ezr. 6:8, where these same governors and other officials are commanded by Darius to assist the Jews in building the temple; also 7:21 (Chr.),
where they are ordered by Artaxerxes to aid Ezra. This verse (I Esdr. 4:48)
is the one which is expressly referred to in Ezr. 3:7.
15 With this and the preceding verse cf. especially Ezr. 7: 24.
16 Cf, with this verse especially Ezr. 6: 8-10; 7: 21-24.
“Or simply: ‘Then they blessed,” as the Greek has it. But there is
some probability that a subject of the verb originally stood here, and was
removed by the interpolator. With the whole verse cf. Ezr. 9:8, 9.
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he had given them release and relief,“ that they might go up and
build Jerusalem and the house of God that is called by his name.
And they held festival, with music and rejoicing, for seven days.
5' After this, there were chosen to go up the chief men of
the families, according to their tribes; with their wives and their
sons and daughters, their men-servants and their maid-servants,
and their cattle.
“And Cyrus sent with them a thousand horsemen, to bring them to Jerusalem in safety. *And all their brethren,
playing upon musical instruments, drums, and cymbals, sent them
on their way as they went up.
‘And these are the names of the men who went up, according to their families, in their tribes, by their genealogy. °Of the
priests, the sons of Phineas and of Aaron, Jeshua, son of Jozadak,
son of Seraiah; and there rose up with him Zerubbabel, son of
Shealtiel, of the house of David, of the family of Perez, of the
tribe of Judah; ‘in the second year of the reign of Cyrus king
of Persia, in the month Nisan, on the first day of the month.
2' And these are the men of the province who went up from
Ezr. 2:1-3
among the exiled captives whom Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, had carried away captive to Babylonia; and who returned
to Jerusalem and Judea, each to his own city; “those who came
with Zerubbabel, Jeshua, Nehemiah, Azariah, Raamiah, Nahamani, Mordecai, Bilshan, Mispereth, Bigvai, Rehum, Baanah.
*The number of the men of Israel: Of the sons of Parosh, ete.
Then follows the list of returning exiles, a list composed for
this purpose by the Chronicler himself, and deliberately repeated
by him (to add as much as possible to its importance) in Neh.,
chap. 7, in his appendix to the Memoir of Nehemiah.

NOTE A

(on II Chron. 36:21)

The Seventy Years.—Our commentators have been altogether
unable to explain the computation of the “seventy years,” and no
wonder.
The beginning of this ‘‘Sabbath period” was of course
the destruction of the temple and cessation of the cult, in the
year 586.
But it was only 48 years later than this, in 538, that
Babylon fell into the hands of Cyrus, and the Persian rule began;
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and in the next following year, the second year of Cyrus,” the
worship was restored in Jerusalem, according to the statement of
the Chronicler. So the real duration of the interval was 49 years.
Bertholet, in his commentary on Ezra 1:1 (Esra und Nehemia,
1902), says: “Seine 70 Jahre wirden uns freilich ins Jahr 608
als Anfang der Exilsperiode fihren; aber man darf hier nicht
nach strenger Chronologie fragen.”
But this is gliding over the
difficulty much too easily. We ought not, indeed, to demand from
the Chronicler and the Jewish tradition owr chronology; but we
have the right to expect here a real computation, and certainly
something more “streng” than the equation 49—70!
Now the
deus ex machina here, as in the other cases of difficulty with the
Jewish chronology of the Persian kings, is ‘‘Darius the Mede.”
I have already shown (loc. cit., p. 178) that the accepted Jewish
tradition in the second and third centuries B. c.—represented also
by the Chronicler—made Darius Hystaspis precede Cyrus.
Since this king came to the throne “when about sixty-two years
of age” (Dan. 6:1),” the duration of his reign cannot have been
given as much more than twenty years.
Supposing it to have
been twenty-one years, we should have the desired number,
seventy, for the “Sabbath-interval.”
It is quite possible that a
computation in sevens may then have been made in this way,
after the favorite manner:
Duration of the Babylonian
power after
=
4
P
( 7x7%=49 years
the destruction of the temple . . . .J
Rule of “the Medes” (Darius Hystaspis)
3x7 =21 years
Total interval of “exile”. . . . . 10X77 =70 years

=

But however this may be, the fact that the Chronicler’s chronology introduced Darius Hystaspis at just this point is hardly to
be questioned.
For the history as he writes it, the reign of this
king is as indispensable before Cyrus as it is impossible after
him.
18See my demonstration of the fact in this Journal, Vol. XXIII, pp. 133, 201, and in the
text and translation here.
19Ts it not likely that this statement was first made and adopted with the express purpose of providing definitely for the 70 years?’ There is nowhere any similar statement
regarding a foreign monarch, nor is it easy to imagine any other reason for making the
statement here.
20 Certainly not the MY3W
re: ” mvayt of Dan. 9:25, however.
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NOTE B (on Ezr. 1:8)
The Name Sheshbazzar.—The question of the original form of
this name has been discussed at great length in recent years, but
never with any satisfactory mustering of the evidence.
MT has
uniformly "Z2U, and this was undoubtedly the reading of the
“standard” text of the second century A. D., and the one which
was transliterated by Theodotion.
The name is found in vss. 8
and 11 of this chapter, and in 5:14, 16.
The Egyptian Greek of
the canonical Ezra (Theodotion) seems to attest the form
LacaBac(c)ap in all of these places." The L text has everywhere
(thanks to editorial revision) LaBacapns, which evidently originated in Za| aa |Sacapys. Theodotion, then, certainly transliterated
LacaBac(c)ap.
The Vulgate (Sassabasar) follows MT, as was to
be expected.
The form which stood in the I Esdras fragment differed
slightly from this, being ZavaBaccap, as will presently appear.
The testimony of the MSS, recensions, and versions is complicated,
including forms which originated in copyists’ errors, in arbitrary
revision, and in confusion with the name Shalmanassar.
The
four passages in I Esdr. are 2:11, 14; 6:17, 19. Cod. A and its
fellows everywhere attest the reading LavaBaocapos, and this was
certainly the original reading of the “Egyptian” text.
The MS
followed by Origen in his Hexrapla was corrupt here, as generally
elsewhere in these books: the Syr.-Hex. gives in 2:11, 14
posasese and in 6:17, 19 jaacre; the Ethiopic has in 2:12
Samnds, in 2:15 Samndsor, in 6:18 Sanbassdro, and in 6:20
Cod. B (as usual, the least valuable of all the witSanbasros.
nesses) offers Lavayaccdpw in 2:11, Yapavaccapov in 2:14,
LaBavaccapo in 6:17, and LavaBaccapos in 6:19.
That is, the
reading of Origen’s ‘‘LXX” column was Lauavacoap- in 2:11
and 14, and SavaBaccap- in 6:17 and 19.
The L Greek presents a different form of the name, which at
first sight makes the impression of being the original reading of
21So especially codex A, whose text is generally the oldest and best. The Hexaplar
reading seems to have been Sava8accap (by contamination from I Esdras), judging from N
5:14 and 16, and from Bin 1:8. The readingsof B are worth quoting merely as characteristic
of the extremely ccrrupt state of its text. In vs. 8 it has SaBavacap; in vs. 11 the name is
omitted through carelessness ; in 5:14 the reading is Bayagap, and in 5:16 SapBayap!
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the Syro-Palestinian text, the form LacaBaraccapos.
That this
was not the primitive tradition of this family of MSS, however, is
made certain by several facts.
The old Latin version, which is
a rendering of the Syro-Palestinian Greek, attests no such form.
The cod. Colbertinus (Sabatier, Bibliorum sacrorum Latinae
versiones antiquae, Vol. IIL) has in 2:11 Sabassaro; in 6:18
Salabassar; and in 6:20 Sabassus (sic).
The Lucca codex
(Lagarde, Septuaginta-Studien II, 14) has in 2:11 Salmanassaro
apparently by contamination from a corrupt form of the Greek;
and this form is the one which has been adopted throughout by
the Vulgate.
What is far more important, however, and indeed
quite decisive, is the witness of Josephus, who by good fortune
has preserved three of the passages in which the name occurs.
In the first of these, Antt. xi, 1, 3, corresponding to I Esdr. 2: 11,
he has "ASaccadpo, obviously derived from I Esdr. rapedd@noav
[Lav |aBaccdpg; in xi, 4, 4 he has LaB8acapor, haplography from
La[va|Sdoapov; and in xi, 4, 6 he gives (2)avaBaccadpov.
That
is, the Greek text which he used—namely, a text of the old translation from which “I Esdras” was derived—gave the name as
LavaBacoap; and from the coincidence with the Egyptian text of
I Esdr. we know that this was the reading of the fragment.
It
follows with certainty, that the form Zacafadaacap, found in the
L text of I Esdr., is a fruit of the late Lucianic revision.
The
reading may be either a learned improvement, or (far more likely)
the result of scribal errors.
However excellently it may suit our
theories of the etymology of the name, it cannot possibly be
regarded as an old reading.
We are left, then, with the two forms, SeSbasgar (Hebrew
tradition) and Sanabassar (old Greek translation).
As for the
latter, we do not know that it represented a different Hebrew
reading; on the contrary, 2ava8accap is probably an ancient
corruption of ZacaBaccap, the accidental writing of v for o being
a blunder of which there are many examples.
“S3Ww is not
easily explained as the result of textual corruption, and is capable
of interpretation as a Semitic name; we may therefore accept it
without hesitation as the original form. It is presumably a Jewish
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adaptation of Sawas-abal-usur,” as not a few scholars have seen.
The contraction in the latter part of the name is not greater than
in the similar case of "N52, Bélsassar, for Bél-sar-ugur, to say
nothing of extra-biblical instances. With the Chronicler’s "SN3U,
I Chron. 3:18, the name "S20 has of course nothing to do.
NOTE C (on Ezr. 1:9 ff.).
The number of the temple-vessels.—The difficulties of this list
are well known.
It was altered by accident at an early date, and
numerous attempts (represented by versions and single manuscripts) were made to restore it. The testimony of the various
witnesses is as follows:
MT and the corresponding versions 23
(Theodotion, Jerome)
Golden basins .......
380
Silver basins. . ...
. . .1,000
TG.
5 6 ok ws a & oe
Golden bowls .......
30
Silverbowls .......
. . 410
Other utensils . . . .
. 1,000
Total

5,400

a
Egyptian
1,000
1,000
29
30
2,410
1,000
5,469

I Esdras
Syrian
L 30; om. Lat.
om.%4
29
30
2,310 (Lat. 2,400)
1,000
om. (Lat. 5,860)

From this table it is evident that the most of the numbers are
well attested.
There are three in the case of which it is possible
to think of emending MT, namely, those of the golden basins, the
silver bowls, and (of course) the total.
As for this last item, it
is beyond question that the sum gained by adding the numbers
already given is what the author intended and originally wrote.
Any emended or restored text must of ‘necessity either leave this
“total” blank, or else make it actually equal to the sum of the
numbers which are written.
Regarding the number of the silver bowls, it is plain that the
original number was 2,410.
The “two thousand” is attested not
22 Sawas for Sama, as in not a few transcribed Babylovian names. Thus, for example,
WW (in Aramaic characters) in the name Ki Samas, Stevenson, Assyrian and Babylonian
Contracts, No. 37; see also the examples given in the Business Documents of Murashtt Sons,
ed. Hilprecht and Clay, 1498, pp. 8 and 9.
23 All the texts agree with MT, except that in the case of the silver bowls, instead of the
number 410 Cod. B has 6, wh. le A omits it. In the case of B one might think ofa possible confusion of Roman numerals with the Greek: YI = 410, and VI = 6.
24 Lat. has 2400, evidently borrowed from the number of the silver bovls, just below.
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only by I Esdr., but also by the
D°32[%] of MT, and by the size
of the total in all the texts.
The original reading, instead of
p72 Fc5—which is mere nonsense here—was DEN] or)
rT
:
:
.
:
i
P
D°2w (just as in Arabic, List jae Lalt, “2,000 dinars,” Wright,
7
Grammar, IT, 236 B; cf. also Judg. 16: 28, Am. 3:12, GeseniusKautzsch § 88/f) and the bracketed letters were accidentally lost,
by haplography, in the MS from which our MT was derived.
The number of golden basins is given by MT as 30, by I Esdr.
as 1,000 (the “thirty” of L was borrowed from the canonical
Greek, as has been done in a multitude of similar cases).
The
amount of the tofal—in both recensions—turns the scale decisively in favor of the number 1,000. I Esdras, then, has preserved
the original numbers throughout, both in the separate items and
in the sum total. When the text underlying MT was accidentally
corrupted, the “total” was altered to a round number, 5,400. The
number “thirty” for the golden basins, in vs. 9 of our Hebrew,
was derived by an error from that of the golden bowls, in vs. 10;
the eye of the copyist wandering from the word 377 to the 37T
“25 in the next line below.
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By Henry PRESERVED SMITH
Meadville Theological School
The object of the present paper is to register the traces of
Semitic polytheism found in the proper names of the Old Testament.
The various treatises on Hebrew proper names published
within the last thirty’ years seem not to have considered all the
phenomena. They all recognize, indeed, the fact that the Hebrews,
like other peoples, used the names of their divinities in proper
names of men and places. So far as the use of the names of Israel’s
God is concerned, the fact can hardly escape the notice of even
the casual reader.
But that the names of other divinities were so
used is not generally admitted.
Gray finds “no satisfactory proof
that other gods shared with Yahweh the feelings of gratitude and
devotion which so frequently guided a Hebrew parent in the choice
of his children’s names,” and Baethgen denies that Hebrew personal names contain the name of other divinities than Israel’s own
God.’
If this were so, it would be very strange, for monotheism
did not prevail in Israel before the fall of Jerusalem in 586.
Of
this we are assured by Jeremiah, who tells us that the gods of
Judah were in his day as many as the cities.
This testimony is
confirmed by Ezekiel, who in an impressive passage describes the
idolatry which was carried on in the temple itself and by the
leading men of the nation.
*Preprinted from the forthcoming William Rainey Harper Memorial Volumes.
1 Nestle, Die israelitischen Eigennamen. Haarlem, 1876.
De Jong, Over de met Ab, Ach enz. zamengestelde Hebreeuwsche Eigennamen. (Verslagen en Mededeelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen.) Amsterdam, 1881.
Baethgen, Beitrdige zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte. Berlin, 1888.
Grunwald, Die Eigennamen des Alten Testamentes in ihre Bedeutung fiir die Kenntniss des hebriiigchen Volksglaubens. Breslau, 1895.
Gray, Studies in Hebrew Proper Names. London, 1896.
Kerber, Die religionsgeschichtliche Bedeutung der hebrdischen Eigennamen des Alten
Testamentes. Freiburg, 1897.
Ulmer, Die semitischen Eigennamen im Alten Testament. Leipzig, 1901.
For the Phoenician and Aramaic parallels I have relied on the Corpus Inscriptionum
Semiticarum, and on Cook, Handbook of North-Semitic Inscriptions.
2Gray, p. 148; Baethgen, p. 140,
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‘
Moreover, we are now tolerably sure that the Israel of historic
times was largely made up of Canaanitish elements; and one of
the most persistent charges brought by the Old Testament writers
against their own people is that they have repeatedly been led
away into the worship of Canaanitish divinities.
Specifications
are indeed lacking; beyond the general statement that they went
after the Baals and the Astartes we find no names of these gods
recorded by the historians.
These men, looking back on a time
of defection, as they regarded it, took no pleasure in dwelling
upon facts abhorrent to them.
So far as was possible, they
ignored the uncomfortable details.
It is only incidentally that
we learn of Teraphim in the house of David; and it is only
because a late author is obliged to prohibit the worship of the
desert demons that he mentions them at all. By a curious survival in the ritual we learn that one of these divinities was named
Azazel, but he is the only one known to us by direct assertion.
The meagerness of direct evidence makes us scrutinize the indirect
evidence with all the greater care.
The precarious nature of much of the evidence with which we
have to deal is acknowledged at the start.
The majority of the
proper names contained in the Old Testament are recorded by late
documents—the Priest Code and Chronicles.
It seems that the
tendency to preserve genealogies became strong after the exile,
and there is too much ground for the suspicion that where genuine
lists had not been preserved the lack was made up by invention.
The information which these authors profess to give concerning
the pre-exilic period is always to be viewed with caution, and this
is as true of their genealogies as of any part of their work.
On
the other hand, it is probable that in some cases they drew upon
a genuine tradition, and even where they invented lists they probably made them up from names which were in circulation in their
own time.
But these names may have represented ancient and
forgotten beliefs.
The tenacity of proper names is well attested.
The Christian of the sixth century of our era who bore the name
Dusarios thereby witnessed to the ancestral worship of Dusares,
though he himself had left the heathen community; and the
Numidian bishop Asmunius in the same way bore testimony to
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Eshmun, though his ancestors for generations may have been
followers of Christ.’
Because of this tenacity of tradition we
have a right to examine all these proper names in the hope that
they have preserved traces of older beliefs.
A further difficulty is made by the faulty transmission of the
texts.
Carelessness in the handling of proper names is one of
the besetting sins of copyists.
Where the text consists of long
series of names we can hardly be surprised that the average scribe
does not take his task very seriously.
The confusion which is
likely to result is made visible to us by the Greek version—or
versions —of the Old Testament, where each group of manuscripts
seems to go its own way. For example, in Josh. 15:30 our Hebrew
text has the name 5°C>.
The Greek copies give us no less than
eight equivalents: Bac@nr, Xaoep, EcA, XevrA, Xacerd, Xendr, Leer,
and Bey@nr; not counting minor variations.
Again, the name
Ahilud, which occurs five times in the Bible, is represented by no
less than fifteen Greek equivalents.
Our perplexity is increased
by the doubt how far the printed Greek editions accurately reproduce the manuscript readings.
It is evident that we are far from
a final solution of all the problems thus presented to us, but with
caution it is yet possible to make provisional use even of the Greek
version.
It was not only the carelessness of the scribes which disfigured
their copies; they shared the prejudice of the original authors
against all that savored of heathenism.
This prejudice induced
them sometimes to mutilate their text by the excision of a name
which had escaped the zeal of the original writer.
The classic
example is the name of Saul’s son, Ishbaal.
The second part of
the name is that of a heathen divinity, and tne copyist hesitated
to write it, as the public reader did to pronounce it. The name
was therefore changed to Ishbosheth (‘Man-of-shame’), or in one
passage to Ishyo (‘Man-of-Yahweh’).
Parallel is the substitution
of Elyada for Baalyada in II Sam. 5:16 compared with I Chron.
14:7.
These familiar cases illustrate the two ways in which an
offensive name might be treated; either Yahweh or one of its
equivalents was substituted for that of the heathen divinity, or
3 Ba: thgen, pp. 92, 141.
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else the heathen element was replaced by something meaningless
or opprobrious.
So far as this process went on before the Greek
version was made, we have no means of recovering the original.
We have reason to suspect that it did go on for some time, for we
have a number of proper names which are meaningless, and which
are, moreover, un-Hebraic in structure.
While we might expect
occasionally to meet an unfamiliar root in a proper name, the
cases of un-Hebraic forms always arouse suspicion.
Conjecture
as a method of restoring mutilated names is always unsatisfactory;
we can only note the difficulty and pass on.
Where the name of
Yahweh, or its synonym El, has taken the place of another and
less orthodox one, we cannot even detect that mutilation has taken
place.
A few examples showing how mutilation was going on at the
time the Greek version was made may here be given: Beedoupos
for Dor; ABbodop, "Way; Adwvepapy, OAT or DIN; ABaagep,
Tz); Ba:doovp, 58 M2; IacBndA, NET;
IcBaad, INBw";
Merxoa, Sova; APewoup, NITIN; Axueep, “ITN; ABecapas,
STD°DN ; Exiaf, S88; Baad for SN" (I Chron. 9:39).
Tn
this list 6 seems to have preserved the original reading.
In the
following the advantage is on the side of the Hebrew: 77532,
Badaa; “IY"SN, lef; STTIN, Bacay; jam, Bayadinr ; 552,
Iwnd (I Chron. 5:5); psx, Ovedtiad. Without support from the
Greek, but certain from internal evidence, is the curious instance
where Dan has been exscinded from the text (I Chron. 7:12).
Observation of these facts convinces us that only a small proportion of the theophorous names which once existed in the
Hebrew writings have come down to us.
It is rather remarkable
that any escaped mutilation.
That some did escape is due to two
facts; for one thing the scribes did not always recognize a heathen
name when they saw it, and for another the offensive meaning
could be interpreted away.
The name of the divinity Melek
appears in some early names.
But melek is the Hebrew word
for king, and the proper name Ahimelek, for example, which
originally meant (perhaps) ‘Brother-of-Melek,’ could be interpreted ‘Brother-of-the-king,’ and so pass muster.
Even names
in which the god was recognized might have a new meaning put
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into the other element, and so be considered innocuous.
Jerubbaal, one of the early heroes, had a name compounded with that
of Baal.
It was allowed to pass because, whatever the original
meaning, it could be interpreted as ‘‘ Fighter-against-Baal.” These
considerations make it intelligible that our text has reconciled
itself to some names which a consistent Judaism could hardly
approve if it understood them in their original sense.
Hebrew names, so far as we can understand them at all, fall
into three classes; they are single nouns (substantive, adjective,
or participial ), or a combination of two nouns, or a combination of
noun and verb.
The few cases where we find a verb alone are
probably abbreviated from longer forms containing a verb and a
noun.
The class easiest to understand is the one in which a verb
and a noun are combined.
They are intended to utter a declaration, prayer, or prophecy concerning the individual who receives
the name.
The declaration may affirm the divine protection
already afforded the child in the perils of the birth-process, or it
may express the parent’s gratitude at having the gift of a child.
In this case the perfect tense of the verb is the one naturally
used; Nethaniah is the one whom ‘Yahweh-has-given’ to the
parents, and the name is equivalent to the nominal phrase Mattaniah (‘Gift-of-Yahweh’).
Where a prayer is expressed the verb
is in the other tense; for example, Ezekiel meaning ‘May-Elstrengthen-him.’
In the most of these names the verb precedes
the noun, though the order is sometimes reversed.
The subject in these sentences is usually the name of a divinity.
As has already been intimated, the great majority of them show
us the name of Israel's God—either his proper name, Yahweh, or
El, which was regarded as an appellative practically equivalent
to Yahweh.
Curiously, the word Elohim—the common word for
‘God’ in Hebrew—does not appear in proper names.
What now
concerns us is that, if we find another noun than El or Yahweh
(in its shortened forms Yahu or Yah) the subject in one of these
proper names, all the probabilities are in favor of its being the
name of a divinity.
Notice the exactness of the parallel in the
following cases: Elyada‘ and Baalyada’, Hashabyah and Hashab9
.
dan; SNOB, TTS, and EMI;
SNM, MM3, and FIM
;
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raw" and Oya"; WAaw" and ANIw"; c°ON and FCSN ;
opt" and Op; OPN and OPN.
It would be hasty to conclude on the grounds of these analogies that we have discovered the names of seven members of the
Hebrew pantheon, to wit: Dan, Cur, Am, Baal, Ezer, Adon, and
Ab. Yet there would be prima facie evidence in their favor; and
if we can discover other phenomena which point in the same
direction, we shall make out as strong a case as the nature of the
inquiry admits.
The first thing we shall have to consider is the
assertion, which will undoubtedly be made, to the effect that none
of these are proper names, but that all are appellatives; Ab and
Am designate kinsmen; Melek, Adon, and Baal mean ‘ruler;’
and the others also are known to us.
The question, however, is
not whether the names had a meaning, but whether in the minds
of those who used them they were not nevertheless personified as
divinities.
All divine names had a meaning when first applied to
personal use, and Semitic divinities certainly form no exception
to the rule.
Adon admittedly meant ‘lord,’ and was used in
Hebrew with this meaning throughout the history of the language,
but it passed to the Greeks as the name of a particular divinity,
and we naturally suppose that 1t was so used by the Phoenicians.
So it was also in the case of Baal, another name meaning ‘master’
or ‘possessor,’ which could be applied to any of the local divinities in Palestine.
In some cases it was doubtless used for Yahweh
himself.
But in the early days the identification was not complete. The assumption that when used in the families of Saul
and David it must be construed as one of the names of Yahweh
is based on the belief that these kings were exclusive worshipers
of Yahweh, Israel’s one God.
But this belief is based on the
views of later times.
There seems to be no sufficient reason why
we should not judge the Hebrew Baalyada‘ just as we should judge
the similar forms Baalshillek and Baalshaphat which we find
among the Phoenicians.
All the others in our list, except Dan,
may be paralleled from the Phoenician or Aramaic: Ab in mows ;
Ezer in "1272; Melek in arson ; Gur in "872; Am in nye.
No one would have the hardihood to deny that to the Phoenicians these were the names of so many separate divinities.
And
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if they were separate outside of Israel, they were originally separate within Israel.
Of Melek we are quite sure that he had
altars and sacrifices in Judah down to a comparatively late period.
Ab and Am undoubtedly present some difficulties whichever
way we look at them.
It is clear that in all the languages we
are now studying a child may receive a name describing him as
servant, dependent, or kinsman of the god.
Compounds with
“a3 (‘servant’) are not very frequent in the Old Testament, and
"4 (‘client’) occurs in only one or two cases, and they not certain.
All the more conspicuous are those which denote a kinsman.
Ahijah, for example, makes the bearer of the name a brother of
his god, and this whether we translate ‘Yahweh-is-my-brother’
or ‘Brother-of-Yahweh.’
If we must choose between the two, the
latter seems more probable, for what we look for in a name is
something which will describe the man or child—a label.
A
profession of faith or a declaration concerning the nature of the
divinity is not the most natural thing to put into a proper name,
at least in the earlier stages of religion.
Ahijah, then, meaning
‘Brother-of-Yahweh,’ is quite comprehensible.
But names with
Ab (‘father’) are not so easily disposed of. The wide sense in
which the word ‘father’ is used among the Semites is well known,
but with all possible allowance for this it hardly seems that a
child could be named ‘Father-of-Yahweh’ or ‘Father-of- Baal.’
Yet the names Abijah and Abibaal occur, one among the
Hebrews, the other among the Phoenicians.
The difficulty is
increased when we discover that the Phoenician name is that of a
woman, and in connection with this we are at once reminded that
names of this type were given to women among the Hebrews
also— Abigail, Abishag, and others.
In view of these names,
and also in view of the names in which Ab appears as the subject
of a verb—M5w2N in Phoenician, TON"IN, NSN, INBw" in
Hebrew—we are driven to the hypothesis already intimated—
the hypothesis that Ab was an ancient Semitic divinity.‘
To understand how this may be, we need only to remind ourselves of the ease with which gods come into existence in the
belief of a polytheistic society.
In Babylonia, we are told, the
4This has already been pointed out by Barton (JBL, XV, 182) and by others.
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abstractions kettu, ‘right,’ and meSaru, ‘righteousness,’ became
divinities.
In Phoenicia the ‘Face-of-Baal’ was separated from
Baal himself and was identified with another deity.
Adar the
Glorious, Aziz the Mighty, became personalities.
Baal, Adon,
and Melek, to which allusion has already been made, are further
examples.
It cannot surprise us, therefore, that names originally
designating kinsmen early became personalized as so many gods.
In clan-society the god is member of the clan—father or brother of
all its human members.
To designate him by the name ‘Father’
was all that was necessary to identify him as the particular person
with whom the clan had most intimate relations.
Among the
Midianites we find Abyada‘, just as among the Hebrews we have
Baalyada‘ or Elyada‘, and among the Phoenicians Eshmunyada’‘.
Abyada‘ and Yada‘-Ab are also found in South Arabia.
The
names must all be judged alike.
If Ab is a divine name, it relieves us of the difficulty under
which we have been laboring.
Abbaal is neither ‘ Father-of-Baal’
nor ‘ Baal-is-my-father;’ it is simply Ab-Baal, one of the many
compound names of divinities found among the Semites.
How
it came to be applied to a human being is part of a larger question which we shall have toconsider.
For the present we note that
Ab was in the minds of those who gave these names a personality
like the other gods,
And what is true of Ab is also true of Am
(originally uncle or kinsman in the broad sense).
The case of
Ab is not so clear.’
We return now to the puzzling fact that a girl received the
name of a male divinity.
It becomes less puzzling when we bring
it into the general class of divine names given to human beings.
That there is such a class is obvious—however startling to
modern ideas.
To ancient religious thinking it probably was not
startling at all. The name was designed to put the child under
the protection of a divinity.
What could be a more effective way
than to give him the name of the divinity?
Just as in Christian
5So conservative an authority as Gray holds it to be proven that Am had virtually
become 2 proper name (uf a god) among peoples somewhat remote from Palestine, though
he thinks there is no direct evidence from Palestine itself (Hebrew Proper Names, p. 53).
Delaporte finds one case in Assyrian where he is compelled to make Ah a proper name.
See his essay, ‘Noms théophores en Assyrie,” RHR, LIV, 60. Jastrow also finds cases
where Ah is a divine name (Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, I [1905], 162, n. 1).
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countries the child is assigned to the care of a patron saint and
receives that saint’s name (even that of Jesus in some countries),
so in ancient times it could not have seemed an unnatural thing
to indicateor induce the protection of the god by giving the god’s
name.
The gods in polytheistic religions are much closer to men
than in the monotheistic faiths where the one God is so grand,
and therefore so far away.
It is far from unthinkable, then, that
a child should be called directly by the name of his patron deity.
Of the custom we have evidence in many regions.
In the Book
of the Dead the soul is instructed to call itself by the name of Ra,
or Ptah, or Osiris.
This, to be sure, is when the soul has passed
into the region of the dead, and may be supposed to partake of
the divine nature.
But the fact that one is to become a god after
death would rather favor the idea of assuming something of divinity
even in this life.
The deification of human monarchs in their
earthly life is a common phenomenon, and the ease with which
the kings claim divine parentage shows how loosely drawn was
the line between men and gods.
Moreover, we have direct evidence as to the custom among the
nearest neighbors of the Hebrews.
The following examples from
the Phoenician and Aramaic inscriptions would seem to be
decisive: ‘278 is the name of a man and also that of a god, as is
seen from S™°N72Y;
compare also "7 and ee
"7 7ay; bx" is the
name of a man and also appears in the combination S255N" indirating a divinity; in this same connection belong the Arabian
King Ya’lu mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions, the Hebrew
bat", and the Arabic divinity Wail; D725", "oNDd3, dsazbz,
all of which we should take to be divinities, are found as personal
names in the inscriptions, and from Palmyra we may add
helen bnew doled from the name ee
A me
en
ee |\-=-7=;
et
. | ednSsp7s;
lal ‘ats
ant
"S°S7SF
we gather
that "50%
aleas is the name of a divinity, but it appears also as that
of a man;'
N22 (of a man) in the inscriptions is apparently the
god Nebo; qroy is given by First as a man’s name; NUM, the
Egyptian Ptah, is the name of a man; PIS Lvdue, Lvdu«os, is
Phoenician and also South Arabian for man and divinity; with
jes in jEXT2y compare $p2ib% (this a woman’s name ); further,
6 Cook, p. 106.

7 Cook, p. 42.
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DowIswN, Odwias, Dow, sans, “Wy, Wod92, Sya20N, Orda,
$29, , WININw ’ =D27oN , names of men, all have claims to be
considered here, though their full force cannot be estimated until
we have studied the compound names of divinities.
“M2, however, as the name of a man in Palmyra, would seem to belong in
our list, and the Arabic divinity Wadd gives his name to a man
in the Sinaitic region.
In Palmyra Aziz is a man and also a
god,*° while among the Nabateans Obodath designates both man
and divinity.”
It does not seem rash, therefore, in view of all the facts, to
assert that names of the gods were given to men among the
Semites.
For the Hebrews we may cite David’s court seer who
bore the name Gad, undoubtedly that of a Syrian divinity (Isa.
65:11).
In the Hebrew lists we even find men called by the
name of Baal (I Chron. 5:5; 8:30).
The precarious nature of
the attestation has already been indicated; yet we can hardly
suppose the Chronicler or his copyist to have inserted so obnoxious a name without some tradition to go upon.
The giving of
similar names must have been a custom well known when these
texts took shape.
If we include among proper names those borne
by tribes, clans, or families, we shall find a number which are
those of divinities.
Asher, Dan amd Simeon are tolerably clear
examples, as anyone will see.
We have been considering the theory that the names of the
gods are given directly to children as talismans to protect them
from evil or misfortune, and the Christian custom of naming for
the saints suggests that this is a natural thing for the devout man
to do at a certain stage of religious thought.
The phenomena of
totemism come in to strengthen this hypothesis.
A large number
of proper names in the Old Testament are the names of animals.
It is often said that a child is called by such a name because the
father hopes that it will show the traits of the animal—the cunning of the fox or the courage of the lion.
But in the stage of
8 Cook, pp. 282, 295.
%Meyersham, Deorum nomina hominibus imposita (Kiel, 1891), treats this subject at
length, and Nestle gives a number of names of Greek gods borne by men, op. cit., p. 115, n. 1.
Ranke, while minimizing the number
of divine names borne by men among the Babylonians, concedes that there are some instances. See his Personennamen in den Urkunden
der Hammurabidynastie, p. 23, n. 2.
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polydemonism these very qualities are taken to be signs of supernatural beings, and the dedication of the child to the animal is a
religious act by which the parent seeks divine aid in the manifold
perils of life.
The persistence of the names of ‘unclean’ animals
among personal names can be explained only on the basis of some
such belief—a survival, no doubt, from an earlier stage, yet a
testimony to a lingering veneration for the uncanny powers which
dwell in animal forms.
The priestly clan of the Boar, the section
of Judah which bore the name of the Dog, the official who was
called Mouse, the other called Rock-badger, all attest the feeling
with which animals ritually unclean were regarded in Israel.
In
the popular consciousness the giving of such names would be in
effect the giving of names of divinities.”
There is, however, another hypothesis to be considered.
It is
supposable that all these forms have been abbreviated from fuller
forms which designated the wearer of the name as servant or
client of the god.
In the case where the name of a male divinity
is given to a woman this is, in fact, the most plausible hypothesis. It still remains true that the oriental mind might look at
things in a way that would be foreign to our mode of thought.
The giving of the name of a male divinity might be of a piece
with the custom found in some regions—the custom of dressing
a girl like a boy to protect her from the evil eye.
Conceding that
Abital (a woman’s name) meant originally ‘Father-of-the-nightmist,’ and that it designated the divinity (fay, cobold, or sprite)
which presided over the beneficent dampness which does so much
for the vegetation in Palestine, it is clear that a little girl might
receive the name.
On the other hand, it would be equally appropriate to call her ‘Handmaid-of-A bital’—a cumbrous name, easily
shortened by leaving off the first member.
The practical effect of
the abbreviation is to give the girl or woman the name of a male
divinity.
It is conceivable also that, while at first the names
designated servants or clients of the gods, at a later stage the
10Tt is not meant here to affirm that totemism as a system existed among the Israelites
in historic times. The traces we have are survivals from prehistoric times. Nor have I
thought it necessary to include in my table of names of divinities muore than a few of the
more noteworthy animal names. A compl«te list of Hebrew animal names will be found in
Jacobs, Studies in Hebrew Archaeology, pp. 94 ff., and a similar one in Gray, Hebrew Proper
Names, pp.83 ff. See also Couk’s interesting essay, ‘* srael and Totemism,” JQR. XIV, 413-455.
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abbreviated names set the fashion, and the names of the gods
were given to men without the formal recognition of dependence.
As personal names were sometimes formed from those of a divinity
by adding an adjective termination, there is the additional possibility that in some cases the termination was worn off, and so the
name of the god was left in its simplicity."
The next thing to claim our attention is the large number of
compound divine names among the Semites.
From very early
times mixture of peoples in western Asia was constantly taking
place. The result on their religions was syncretism.
The god
called Hadad, for example, worshiped in one region, was. found
to be essentially the same in character with the Ramman venerated
in another district.
The identity was indicated by joining the
the two names in the form Hadad-Ramman—a name which survived as a place-name down to a late period in Israel.
In Egypt
we know it to have been the rule rather than the exception to
‘all a god by a double name.
For Moab we have Mesha’s evidence in favor of Ashtar-Chemosh, while for Syria we may add
to the examples given above the well-known Atargatis (Atar-Ate),
and for Phoenicia Gad-El, Melek-Ashtart, and Eshmun-Melkart.
In the works of the Assyriologists we read of I[lu-Malik, IshtarMalkat, Shamsi-Adad,
Shamsi-Ramman, Ashur-Ramman, and
others.
In Palmyra we meet Melek-Bel.
The composite divine names we meet in our Hebrew text seem
to belong in the same class with those just considered.
The
Hebrew writers, to be sure, were not aware of the real origin of
these names; to them they were names connected with ancient
sanctuaries, and presumably given by the patriarchs; therefore
names of Israel’s one God.
But there is no essential difference
between El-Elyon, El-Shaddai, El-Olam, Yahweh-Shalom, on the
one hand, and Ashtar-Chemosh or Eshmun-Melkart, on the
other.
Yahweh-Elohim, indeed, is a purely literary product,
while in El-Elohe-Israel we suspect that some other, less innocent, form has been displaced by the one in the text.
What I
now desire to emphasize is that these compound divine names
11 Kerber calls attention to the fact that the name of a man (Anath, Judg. 3:31; 5:6)
was that of a goddess. His own theory is that in all these cases the first part of the name
has disappeared (loc. cit., p. 10).
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may be given to men as well as the simple names.
They should
be sought among the personal, and even among the geographical,
designations.
The preceding discussion justifies the following statement of
probabilities:
1. Where a personal or geographical name is a single noun,
it may be the name of a divinity.
If it be adjective or participial
in form, it may be derived from the name of a divinity.
2. Where a personal name or geographical name consists of
two nouns, one of them is likely to be the name of a god, and
both of them may be such names.
3. Where a personal name consists of a noun and a verb, the
noun is likely to be the name of a god.
The subjoined list presents the amount of evidence on which
we may decide whether the names it contains are those of divinities. For the sake of completeness it gives the Old Testament
names recorded among peoples who were neighbors of Israel and
who may be supposed to share the popular religious ideas of the
Hebrews.
The Massoretic punctuation has been disregarded.
28, already commented upon, is found in various combinations— 5°3N, WSN, aay, So°SN ; also in the names of
women.
Among the Phoenicians we find mowai ; byasn, $25n,
the last two of women.
For SNaw*, I Chron. 24, 13, © gives
us Ies8aark.
The name
INN
becomes intelligible if it be
parallel to 7°"
NIN, apparently a god, CIS, I, p. 444; with it we may compare SN, Ezra 8:17.
VN.
With WrstI8, OWIIN we may compare Phoenician
sas, PINSSON, WWII, 77 $22, all namesof men, Dp*s78
(Ezra 2:13 and elsewhere) shows the noun as subject of a verb.
DIIN, eponym of the Edomites, was recognized as a divinity
in Israel, as is shown by the name of an officer of David, DINT29.
6 has Afdodoy also for 1739, IT Chron. 34:20, and Evadou for
pers, Josh. 13:27.
The town Admah may receive its name
from this god.
In Phoenician we find DIN Tay (CIS, I, p. 367).
"38, a Babylonian god combined with Melek, was the object
of worship among the colonists in Samaria (II Kings 17:31).
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In view of the fact, however, that we find place-names "78,
“IN "SN,
TIN MAG, OMIN, it is probable that the cult was
older.
D7 IN, one of the officers of David, may be cited here,
though the text in which his name occurs is not free from suspicion.
Phoenician names are "7NISEN, byants, “INS, and
“Toneae)” «
"IN, meaning ‘light’ or ‘flame,’ would naturally be deified,
as is the case in most religions.
Notice "8, 8S, wien,
“ANTS, and compare Phoenician sada, DON (Cook, pp. 18,
ZO):
TN, meaning ‘brother,’ shows the tendency to become a divine
name which we have noted in other nouns denoting kinship:
TAS, VAN (Phoen. O55), pan, and others.
58, now used as an appellative, was originally the name of a
particular divinity, as we know from the Assyrian and Babylonian
records.
There is no reason why he may not have been worshiped in Canaan from the time of the early Babylonian occupation of the country.
The sacred trees, ON and rab) , seem to
derive their names from him.
Common to Hebrew and Phoenician are the names DF5N (D5"=8), q57258 (72775), Sam (Dxsn
and 58527), possibly 5873 (58°75).
With the Hebrew 5x°™
we may compare Phoenician oN, and with 5s 23, Phoenician DONTSP.
South Arabian names with 58 are numerous.
{Va8, king of Judah, seems to have been named for a wellknown Egyptian god, and from him we can hardly separate
David’s son V228 (related to [TN as Wi2W is to Wa), and
a clan or man in the genealogy of Judah, 71738, I Chron. 4: 20.
“"cN, man or clan, may bear the name of the Egyptian Osiris,
who meets us also in the Phoenician names "CN729, "CND52,
and Da"CN :
FON, a guild of singers, also found in FON"AN and in the
Phoenician MECN (a woman), may belong in our list.
“DN, the name of a tribe, is undoubtedly that of a divinity.
Besides the place-name "ZN we have Senn, MORTON, and
STWR.
Compare the Phoenician M2W"UN.
The endeavor of
the punctuators to disguise some of sits names by pointing W
instead of % may be disregarded.
The aSerah, or sacred pole,
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must originally have been the representative of a goddess, the
female counterpart of Asher. The evidence of the Tell-el-Amarna
tablets to this effect has often been dwelt upon.
$2, distinct from Baal and imported from Babylon, appears
in S228. Iac8nr (for Sagem, Gen. 46:24), Iw8nr (for Tay,
Judg. 9:26).
The mountain 52°> may have been the ‘Heapof-Baal,’ and if 6 is right in reading Reubel for Reuben, the
name of this patriarch should be mentioned here.
Phoenician
gives us 523°7", compounded with a passive participle as is
S257, as well as Saax, 529m", and other names.
592 has already been commented upon.
The name d92UN
is apparently the same as the Phoenician Sy".
© gives us
ABiBaar for =a59 "38.
Two men in the Hebrew genealogies
bear the name Baal, just as two in the Phoenician inscriptions
are called "532. Notice the significant combination 77532, and
reflect on the apparent innocence with which a king of Israel
who himself bears a name compounded with that of Yahweh
(Ahaziah) sends to consult the oracle of 2527 53923 (II Kings
1:2-16).
Various places bear the name Baal or the feminine
Baalath (Baalah ), and 6 adds to them $727 (for "7372, I Chron.
11:38).
The large number of Phoenician names compounded
with Baal need not be reproduced here.
With the Hebrew
Baalath-beer we may compare the Phoenician Baalath-Gebal, the
goddess who was worshiped at Gebal.
It is suspected that the
name of Baasha, king of Israel, is a contracted or mutilated form
of Baal-Shemesh.
p73 is the name of a hero and also that of a clan—p73 "32.
It is found in Phoenician (Carthaginian), as well as in Palmyra
and in South Arabia.
Deification of the lightning is common to
almost all polytheistic religions.
73, the name of a divinity, of a man, and of a tribe, has
already been spoken of. Note the combinations: 5 by3 , Male
AByad, Beryad, 75 57572, and 573 (for 5873). In Phoenician
we find 5873, I2273, and others.
uae
anne 2in the
} name > of f a woman,
=
aeeae
I It ]has" already
]
l_
2°53 occurs
2°3°SN.
been shown that the only way to account for this apparent absurdity is to suppose the name to be that of a divinity.
If there
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were a god 5°, the place 753 (originally 7") may have been
named for him.
7137, a Philistine god, had two sanctuaries in Israel.
He is
known also in Babylonia and in the Tell-el-Amarna tablets.
31 or 17.
Adivinity of this name is indicated by the names
TDN, TTON, TUM, WI.
The form WN,
II Chron. 20: 37,
seems to be an intentional corruption of 717 (Aovdsov, Awdiov),
while "717 is a shortened form of the same.
7752 may belong
here, and the name David is a derivative.
On the Moabite stone
we find 7797, in Aramaic 77, and in Palmyra N17; also Didu
in the Amarna tablets.
{7 is eponym of a tribe, and the name occurs in several placenames.
Personal names are jTSN, {7SM, and 5n°7, besides
Iwdav (for 479, II Chron. 29:12).
The Phoenician
MITWN may
be j7U"N with a feminine ending.
2720", Neh. 8:4, is etymologically dubious.
71, the Syrian storm-god, was known in Edom, Arabia, and
Mesopotamia.
Evidences of his worship in Israel are scanty,
consisting of the place-name Hadad-Rimmon, already referred
to, and the personal name
77:4, which may be a contraction or
mutilation of T3753".
In Phoenician we find "974, which is
also Aramaic if our Hebrew text is correct.
SamSi-Adad is
given from Babylonian sources.
“77 seems to be another form of "IN; notice ON
and
D777, evidently two forms of the same name.
On the other
hand, "9777 is a simple textual error for "3775
Ti is found as a <meta name, and in the combinations
TI pel. i) ris, “6 iON,
aa Sr
ia i6
hs and W777.
In the Greek Aiovd avast NRWw"SN in Ex. 6:23, and m2
in IChron. 7:8.
For 835758 in I Chron. 12:20 we read Edxov6,
and there may be other instances where an original 777 has
been disguised.
Ové for Sm. I Chron. 1:17, however, may be
simply a corruption in the Greek text.
5° gives us 57°28 only, possibly textual error for 5T*2N.
Sn , name of a man, may be connected with hilal, the new
moon.
737 gives us sate, ONvTS1,
tary , or en, ead Gre.
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For the simple 727 in Ezra 10:27 we read ZaBaédaB.
Offense
seems to have been taken by the scribes at almost every name in
which the word 737 occurs, for 6 shows an astonishing variety
of equivalents.
527 is the name of a man, and has some connection with the
name of the tribe Zebulon.
As we have Phoenician personal
names 5212 and 527°, we suspect a divinity.
A certain
plausibility is thereby given to the conjecture that Baal-zebub is
a mutilation of an original Baal-Zebul.
wim, the New Moon, is the name of a clan (I Chron. 8:9),
and the feminine [wW7M is that of a town.
Novos (I Mace.
12:16) shows that the personal name existed among the Jews at
a late date, and the Phoenician 2773 belongs with it. The
moon was an object of worship in western Asia, and almost everywhere else, from very early times.
717 in TSN
is perhaps a mistake for T.
“1% is the name of several men or clans, and is found as one
element of the personal names "J7UN, "I" j2 and "sy.
Derivatives are ""7, ON" (?), and "28 OM".
In Phoenician
we find "™ and "7™722; in Aramaic, "7"; and in Nabataean,
WT and ONT.
~=It has been suggested that this is the Egyptian Horus.
min, Eve.
That the name has some mythological significance
is probable, and it may not be rash to connect it with MIM, a
Carthaginian goddess of the underworld (Cook, p. 135).
"tm, the Boar, name of a guild of priests (I Chron. 24:15),
has already been alluded to. A man of this name is mentioned
in Nehemiah (10:21).
Sm occurs in 5°28, which may be a mistake for 1, already
noted, or the mistake may be the other way.
If the smooth ™ was
sometimes represented by 1, we might connect the name of
Abraham’s maid "3%, and that of the tribe which claimed her
as their ancestress, with the South Arabian divinity "3" (Baethgen, p. 127).
Dm is one of the names denoting kinsmen which are so easily
personalized.
In Hebrew we find om, 5xvan (5yan), yen,
and So{2n.
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mon, the Sun, accounts for the place-names 7VS" and Msn
(Josh, 19:35).
The sun-pillars
O°", mentioned several times
in the Old Testament, are evidently dedicated to Baal-Hamman—
a god popular with the Phoenicians, especially with the Carthaginians.
"2", the Ass, gave his name to the father of Shechem—that
is, to the clan which inhabited the town—and to the place 72".
120, if a divine name, accounts for “MON, WM \=> iat OVS,
oun
tae PTI, WT, TIM, and S227,
—_— though in some of these
jn
Sa,
“7% may beaverb.
We find, however, a name Hanan and another
ae
te
Hanun.
The Phoenicians used a shorter form as in 5322",
—2n, and SMM".
cm, the Sun, gives its name’to the places O°" "7 and
ot mn' ns
.
, the name of a district beyond the Jordan, occurs also in
the oun names DIN, DIO TN, WD, MDI, and SNzwv.
Further, TafSenr for s7520, I Chron. 26:11.
The aan
WRIINSIO, however (II Chron. 17:8), is regarded with suspicion.
Aramaean, besides 5820, are DU°ON and 2075.
bx°, in the fuller form 5X. is equivalent to the Arabic
Wa’il, as already pointed out, and occurs also in Phoenician.
5a7772 may be ‘Ya’el-giver-of-life.’
75", the pillar in Solomon’s temple, was probably worshiped
by the “gan
s and we find a man who bears the same name.
zd", a son of Esau, is now usually thought to be named for
the pen god Yaghath.
We may provisionally associate with
it ws", WI", and SN".
bs", an animal name, was borne by men and women; also
found in the derived forms
N53", M55", and Dds".
ma", the Moon, must have been the patron deity of Jericho.
The man or clan 7" (I Chron. 5:14) may represent the same
divinity, and there was an Arab clan Mi".
"Mm" occurs as the name of a man or boy, and we find also
ee, PTH, TN, PN", WSs, and Oo".
25>, the Dog, gave his name to a Judaite clan.
ax55 may
represent the same name disguised, while 3 ~ (= XareB, I
.
.
.
Chron. 4:11) and "3125 seem to be derivatives.
Among the
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Nabataeans we find "255 (Cook, p. 237) and ‘wD (CIS, II, 1,
p. 283).
wes, god of Moab, seems to have had a sanctuary in the
country west of the Jordan, at Michmash (‘Place-of-Chemosh’).
ScD, one of the constellations, gave its name to a place in
Judah, and perhaps also to mibo> ard m0.
saad, one of the names of the moon, is also the name of a
town (Judg. 21:19), and we are inclined to connect with it the
patriarch Laban, as well as the places 717125, "225, and m2).
71 is found in the name (of two men) TI°TN.
The anxiety
of © to replace the second member with some other word may
show that it had some uncomfortable association.
om> is known as an ancient Babylonian divinity.
He may
have left a trace of his early worship in the name of Bethlehem,
borne by two towns in Israel.
mya:
The name
MVS",
if meaning ‘Brother-of-death,’
would be cruel.
Yet we find this name in use, as well as MVaTy
(place and personal), MV2""", and MVS.
The name nve™
is also read Iepywo? by ©
The South Arabian district MVI"SM
may not belong in this connection.
Since we know of a deity
Muth which had a place in the Phoenician mythology (Eusebius,
Praep. Evang., i, 33), we may suppose her to have invaded
Palestine, rather than that Death has been personified.
This,
however, as we see from the Old Testament treatment of Sheol,
would not be impossible.
po has already been spoken of. It occurs as the name of a
man in the family of Saul (I Chron. 8:35; 9:41), and also in
various combinations—7>72"a8 . 72°TN (once changed to 7"TN),
spat, and others.
For 552 we find Medyxor, showing that
the attempt was sometimes made to disguise the name.
Observe
also MeAyaSavvac for "325% (I Chron. 12:14).
~ a may
represent an original 35:21. Phoenician names, pss, Dit9,
wms>2, DON, are strictly parallel to what we find in Hebrew.
We can prove that the Phoenician names are syncretistic and
not asseverative by such an example as monwss5%, where it
would be absurd to render ‘Astarte-is-king.’
Two divinities, one
male the other female, have here been fused into one—a not
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uncommon phenomenon. In Assyria we find Sumu-Malik, and
Ilu-Malik.
The divinities assigned to the Samaritan colonists
—Anammelech and Adarmelech— belong here.
ps5" the Ammonite form of this god seems to occur as the name of a man
(I Chron. 8:9).
He is found also outside of Palestine (Cook,
p- 361).
moda or mob" would naturally be the female counterpart of
Melek.
The name is borne by Israelite women as well as by the
Aramaean clan called “daughter of Haran” (Gen. 11:29). IstarMalkat occurs in Babylonia.
In Phoenicia we find m>>ann
(for MD>52MNTN) and mDd2M (for MD>5aMN).
According to Cook
(loc. cit., p. 135) mo53
was a goddess of the underworld to the
Carthaginians.
This may have been suggested by her identification with Ishtar, whose descensus ad inferos was recounted in
the Babylonian myth.
The Queen of Heaven, whose worship
was rife in Jerusalem in the time of Jeremiah, will occur to the
student.
"J'2 is mentioned as a divinity in Isa. 65:11.
Possibly the
name V2°ON was originally connected with him.
In Phoenician
we have "272739.
The Arabic Manat may be the female counterpart of this divinity.
372 occurs as a personal name (I Chron. 2:27), and also in
the combination V272"TN.
772 is found, not only in Babylonian names, but also in that
of the good Jew, Mordecai.
133, the Babylonian god Nabi, was early introduced into
Palestine, as is indicated by the places named for him— Mount
Nebo beyond the Jordan, a town in Judah, and one in Reuben.
A family called 133 "32 existed in the post-exilic period (Ezra
2:29).
Whether Naboth, whose tragic story is well known,
bears a name derived from that of this divinity or his female
counterpart cannot be certainly affirmed.
The Ishmaelite Nebaiwm er
age
oth is also dubious.
In Phoenician we have 237257,
O>wia3,
and 2as"79.
273; besides four men who bear the name Nadab, we have
373°3N, AIM, BINS, Aw, and 7273, not to mention the
Arabic clan 3792, NadaBaios (I Chron. 5:19).
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wre, the Serpent, gives us WM, FW, wm WS, wen,
and MMoT.
The demonic nature of the serpent is conceded in
all religions.
Naas is once preserved where the current Hebrew
has Sxvtns (I Chron. 26:4).
Dy, in the fuller form 77393, is the name of a Syrian god,
apparently the same with Adonis (see Duhm on Isa. 17:10).
The name meets us not only in Naaman the Syrian, but also as a
Benjamite clan-name (77273, Gen. 46:21; Num. 26:40; I Chron.
8:4, 7). Personal names are O93 and M7393, also DBISTN
Doras, or2>8, and "232.
The Phoenician sources give us
Tas2,
OMS,
MsrwN3, OIIAy, MsvIIG, and Ns>273.
=; and his son "33N ("3°SN) may be compared with
WW".
"°t, the moon-god worshiped in Babylonia, Syria, and South
Arabia, gave his name, we may suppose, to Sinai.
joo was worshiped among the Phoenicians, if we may judge
by the names [2075 and j50727.
Conjecturally we may comee ae not infrequent among the Hebrews.
bine it with W5°25,
—=s=
|=“ is noticeable from the form Tso"ARN , with which we
10 bt(ce
may combine ‘W220,
of which W7W72e" may be a corruption.
cic:
The sacred horses dedicated to the sun are known from
II Kings 23:11.
The proper name "S10, Num. 13:11, and the
place-name TIS WSN, Josh. 19:5, may preserve relics of this
ccscy
cult.
Among the Phoenicians we find a personal name Do
7S
(CIS, I, 1, p. 95), which points to a divinity
D&D with whom
we may connect ae Hebrew “300, I Chron. 2:40.
ray, the wife of Lamech, has long been suspected of being a
goddess in disguise. in which case there was probably a male
+ .
—_
_
at
Notice the proper names
NW,
“WD,
Wor
divinity "x.
TIDIN, OND, TM,
We, Mr,
and the place Wey.
“ay and "IY, dialectically different, occur in so many forms
that we must take account of them: "17"SN, Axvelep (for WI"N),
S17,
ONT, IT, IST, WT, NIT, NW, Ty.
All these
are sonal names.
An Aramaic king is "7779, if the reading
is correct.
In Phoenician we have 9,
"WJI20N, =592. :
ssa79, “1772.
In the alternate form we have the personal and
place-name “7¥, and the person Sa- 7,
with which compare
The celebrated place Ebenezer shows
the Phoenician jamn7>.._
23°77.
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itself, then, to be the ‘Stone-of-Ezer,’ and must have receiveu
its name from a mag¢ebah like the one at Bethel.
The change
of the name Azariah to Uzziah, which has puzzled the expositors,
will now be accounted for as an endeavor to get rid of an idolatrous suggestion.
ty and 7i¥ naturally become divine names, as we see from
Aziz, noticed above.
In Hebrew we have “317, OND, NT,
WUT, TH, RIS, TS, TID, NUS, WIT, and MVNSIy; in Phoenician, MIT"My, a r=YY, and T372yY; in Palmyrene, MT
is
the name of a man and also of a god.
"==, a totemistic personal name, is found in Phoenician as
well as in Hebrew (CJS, I, 1, p. 272)
yrs , used as a pone of God by itself and also in conjunction
with 58, M7, and O°75N,
was probably a separate divinity in the
earlier time.
According to Eusebius, the name was in use among
the Phoenicians (Praep. Evang., i, 36 from Philo of Byblos).
DY is another of the names of kinship, and is used in a large
variety of combinations parallel to those in which we find other
divine names: Dp">
( Phoenician psn), Dyas" (unless leoceSaar represents the true reading),
OYa, OWSY, ATs, and
others.
The people }Y2¥ "32 possibly sented their origin to
this deity.
mizy may be a reminiscence of the Babylonian Anu.
We find
may, 729, FY, G27.
For m2y22 we have the contracted
form NiJ3, TS.
miy, a Syrian goddess, perhaps originally the female counterpart of 4 _ given her name to several places; Ty
Ms,
nis ms,
> (Ava6o@ once for yn, Josh. 19:14), nn.
It is also Phoeniciian (Cook, p. 80).
mney, the chief goddess of the Canaanites (Ishtar of the
Babylonians), is directly asserted to have been worshiped by the
Israelites.
It is remarkable, therefore, that aside from some
place-names she does not appear in Old Testament proper names.
This shows how thoroughly names which gave offense have been
removed from our texts.
Besides the place-names preserved to us
there may have been —
for © gives Actapw@ for MI7NUY in
Num. 32:34; Josh. 16:5. FMMwWIS (Josh. 21:27, usually supposed
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to be for MANY
M2) has a curious parallel in the Carthaginian
personal name M™NLI2 which we should take to be for M"MDIIN
or AMMNSI3
my, NY, TMS was a divinity at Palmyra (notice FAMPT2y,
cited by Baudissin PRE", II, p. 172), better known in the syncretistic form NMS"MY (Atargatis).
In Hebrew we find "ny
and "nM.
w>D occurs as the name of a clan, and in the place-name,
oop ma.
We find also Sx*uds, wdD
(and the abbreviated
form "255, vocalized in two ways), t Sotée, OOD5N. and vdE".
perhaps for 557°
“SE is made the name of a divinity in a late document.
Earlier we find “32 5B and "3D MS.
The obscure name
""95, II Sam. 23:35, may represent IW".
y= is one of the clans of Judah.
We find also ye 7,
ps p 533, and My V7.
mms.
The Egyptian Ptah may be concealed in the Hebrew
mmne.
In Phoenician we find a man named N™M5, and another
named MMS 72>.
7S appears as the name of a divinity in the Phoenician
yo"pts and “Dap 1s. It is also the name of a man (CIS, B
p. 200).
It is found in combination in South Arabia.
Hebrew
a» "SIN Se
Wrptslem.
forms are PIS, PIS, PIL"
piss, psi »
bf
“=, "X, the Rock, is not uncommon as a deunative designation of God.
But the widespread adoration of rocks, stones, and
mountains shows that the designation was originally more than
a figure of speech.
In Aramaic we find "S72 (Cook, p. 171).
Compare

the

Hebrew

forms

size,

Sav,

Aecoup

(for

NiyTAaN, Ex. 6:23), TAS
(TMS?), MS, NEIW, Mwy
and the place-names "1872, "S¥ “S273, and “"S TMS.
The name
of the city Tyre may belong here.
po was an Arabian divinity, and may have given names to
aa haw
two localities and a man {28 in our Hebrew text.
VES is found as a place-name in PSS 572 outside of Palestine, and%== was also a town of Gad, Josh. 13:27.
Personal
J
'
names are ES, JTES, [ES
ON, ESN, and 25S.
In Phoenician we find jDS727, jEXTS, anc $9235 (name of a woman).
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Dp appears in Ezekiel (47:19 6, Kadnu for Wp ), and also
in AVP, "VSP, by “p.
Cadmus, who brought letters into
Greece, if a god or a dante, belongs here.
There is a South
Arabian name pIpoN.
Cp in Op "2, Ezra 2:53, may be the Nabataean divinity who
appears in the name {M20p (Cook, p. 233).
Pp designates the first outlaw, the first of the smiths, the
eponym of the Kenites, and must have been an object of worship.
Place-names in Palestine are 72"P and O°3"p, and the patriarch
Kenan bears a very similar name.
A South Arabian divinity
‘2"P is known, and we have 2"p as Nabataean name of a woman
(Cook, p. 228).
wp, the father of Saul, may have been called for a godwp
&
r Wp.
Compare Qaushmalaka, an Edomite name known hd
us from the Assyrian, with "°p
(I Chron. 15:17; in the parallel passage, 6:29, it is "Z"p).
We have also a river |1W"P, the
town {"p,
Nabataean names are
|? 5 and the patronymic “DIPON.
wp and Mw"p.
D3", known to be a divinity, appears as the name of a man in
the genealogy, I Chron. 2:47, and in the compound 33 a,
Zech. 7:2.
bmn, the eponymous ancestress of a group of tribes, was worshiped, as appears from the sacred pillar marking her grave.
We
are not surprised, therefore, to find the name Sram .
Dm" is said to be a divinity according to the Palmyrene
inscriptions, and also in South Arabia (Baethgen, p. 91).
It is
perhaps not too bold to associate with him OF" and DIM" of
our text.
25", a clan in Judah and a man in Benjamin (II Sam. 4:2;
notice Pnya8, place-name for 5" I Chron. 4:12), suggests the
Aramaic 58255, 257792 (Cook, pp. 159, 171).
D™ occurs in isolation, and also in the combinations D238,
OvSN, OTN
(Ayipay also for OWN), OWSSa, MM, ONIN,
and p™y".
Whether D992 and Fs belong here is not certain.
Phoenician names are D">33, by270", and ppb".
"V2" is the Hebrew form of Ramman, the Assyrian, Syrian,
and South Arabian god of the thunder. He gives his name to two
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in Israel, besides Paypov for MVZN%, I Chron.
find also [W729 Ma, 7727 PF, and ye yan.

The name Hadad-Rimmon has already been commented upon.
Ra (3), the Egyptian sun-god, has perhaps left traces in J°°TN.
537 appears in Phoenician in the composite divine name
ox"mp>7 (Cook, p. 361).
Rizpah, the concubine of Saul,
al — apparent derivative.
SINW. Saul, is the name of an Edomite, and of three Israelites.
mins and Sy2; and a town conquered by Seti
We have also -SNM
is given the name SNwM"2.
It is a question, therefore, whether
the ‘ Hill-of-Saul’ (Gibeath Saul)" was named for the Israelite king
or for a divinity who gave his name, not only to the place, but to
the man; SIN should be the god of the underworld, Sheol.
3, or with the softer labial J1D, appears as a proper name
(in both forms), and we find 32'5%N,
PWN, TWIN, TAT,
ravine, sw,
(Sw), yswMa, HWwNMIA, SWwsl%, besides
wee aon "N23.
2m aon conthe place-name 3
In Aramaic we have —,
W2ISW,
tracted from "T>Nvaw (CIS, II, 1, p. 119), and a god Sibi or
Sibitti is known to the Babylonian epic (Jastrow, Religion
Babyloniens und Assyriens, p. 173; KAT’, p. 413).
“72 in “Tw 5N is supposed by the latest pentateuchal author
to be the name by which Yahweh revealed himself to the patriarchs. The word appears also in
"TS™SP,
“TOS, and INT.
These also are late, but, as we have knowledge of ancient divinities called O°TS, whose name appears in O'S psy, we suspect
that the original "7 was one of these.
MewadSa for 5802 in
Lev. 10:4 is perhaps a further trace of this name.
“WW occurs as a man’s name, and also in the compounds
“WSN, NTN (Ayenr), and "Ww.
"mo,
1 Vat 5 the Dawn, would naturally be personified, and the name
mec
appears in "MTN,
Laapyr (for
mw, I Chron. 8:8), and
mmanmw.
Compare the Phoenician 5ya7mw.
"w looks like a mutilated form of some longer name.
It is
found in "WSN, "Z"SN, "" (for "Ww"N).
Once we meet
ABeoa for 32°2DN, also Aveoou for NW.
The name “2% is
probably contracted from "wiT)
1 Notice that Saul’s home is apparently the Hill-of-God of ISam. 10:5.
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"2w is at the basis of "Sww* (for "20w"N).
We find also
aman named "SW and a place }7=U.
mow, name of a man (or tribe) in the genealogies, is also
the patron of the Pool of Siloam (md).
“m5w, a man, and
om>w, a place, may properly be mentioned here along with the
Phoenician MS ZaN.
22 isa frequent element in proper names:
Swax, Oow°sx,
reyep} «|; sab ” ns : pow ' wadw " Saanatien ( LSarapinr also
once for Sei20, Num. 34:20; once for 3720, Num. 13:4),
Leremas (for TIL, Jer. 43 [36]:12), the city Jerusalem and
the sanctuary DOW TW".
Once we find Ladrew for wd, and
$w2 may be D5wI2.
In Phoenician we have Dw, DdwzD",
dema, and pdowhsa.
A divinity qasw is attested by an inscription (Cook, p. 42), and is known also in Babylonia.
, one of Noah’s sons, was probably a divinity. We discover
the name in >SS12W and y7"s ; possibly also in “SU (for
Paw), sraw, “oNW,
ONS,
and “wesw.
The name of
Moses’ son OWA may belong here.
On a deity with a similar
name among the Assyrians see KAT", pp. 483 f. Phoenician
2anee
gives us
DW and ] yen
J2Tau.
“at, the alleged owner of the site of Samaria, would more
naturally be taken for the patron deity of the place.
In this
case devotion to him is indicated further by the names ""2w,
“21D, "SW, NWO,
(ai ied 5 WS,
am iat 5 and NvVsvTaw.
wee
mu 5 the Sun, was widely worshiped throughout Asia, and
seneaquen as well as
wna have been the tutelary deity of the hero 71272W,
of the localities Wie MD and wesw vy.
In Ezra 4:8 we find
a certain "Wi, and © gives us Axyioayas (for “SU°MN) and
ABeoapas (for YSN).
In Phoenician we find WAIN
and
ewes ; in Assyrian, SamSi-Adad and others.
“"yic, a satyr-like demon, gave his name to Mount Seir, and
he and his congeners had sanctuaries in Jerusalem down to the
time of the exile—D™39wFm Nvsa, II Kings 23:8.
Whether
mvyw and Oyo, place-names, belong here is not certain, but
mse,
I Chron. 8:38, seems significant.
—
is a mountain, a fountain, and a sacred tree; therefore a
divinity.
The rallying-place of the warriors under Barak would
naturally be a sanctuary.
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"sm, name of a place and of a clan, occurs in the combination "2M 592 and in "2N yearn.
Further, the man’s name
““atV"N may be for V2MN"SN or VSNVS"N.
S5rn is the name of a place in the desert, and is also an element of the personal name Samm.
7M, the well-known household divinity (always in the plural
in our texts), seems not to be used in the formation of any proper
name that has come down to us.
This list contains over a hundred names; and if we add to it
the animal names given by other authors, we shall have a hundred
and fifty possible names of divinities.
The precarious nature
of the evidence for some of them is evident; yet, when all
due allowance is made for this, we have a considerable number
that are reasonably certain.
When we consider how industriously
the effort was made to keep such names out of the text, we are
surprised rather that so many have come down to us.
While the
‘mere possession of the names gives us no light on the nature of
Israel’s polytheism, we are able, with the help of the other Semitic
sources, to get a generai idea of Hebrew popular religion.
It is
clear, for example, that the polydemonism of the desert is represented by the se‘irim and shedim.
The large group of animal
names points to the same stage of religious thought.
Sacred
plants and wells, with the divinities who inhabit them, are quite
analogous to what we find in other Semitic religions.
Survivals
have been pointed out in Syria in our own time.
The larger nature-worship, as we may call it, whose objects
are sun, moon, stars, the dawn, the lightning, and the fire, is
attested by our list and needs no extended comment.
The Old
Testament writers are aware that their people were easily drawn
away to worship the Host of Heaven.
They thought, indeed, that
this was a yielding to foreign influences, as in part it may have
been.
But the tendency to revere these objects is so natural to
man that we shall hardly go wrong in assuming that we have here
primitive Semitic traits.
Our attention is next called to the group which we may call
Syrian, in which we may without hesitation put Baal, Astarte,
Gad, Meni, Anath, Rimmon, Adonis, Melek, and Naaman.
Per-
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haps Asher should be added to the list. Gad is the most significant, for he was not only a Syrian divinity, but the eponym of
one of the tribes of Israel.
All of these were, however, worshiped in Canaan before the conquest, and their survival in
Israel was due to the amalgamation of Israel and the Canaanites.
Edom, on the other hand, as eponym of a people allied by blood
with Israel, was probably only sporadically worshiped in Canaan.
These eponyms call attention to the question of animism. Were
the eponyms deified men, or were the gods adopted by the tribes
as ancestors?
The answer cannot be given.
But of animism in
the definite sense we have evidence in the worship offered at the
graves of Rachel and Deborah.
Absalom’s pillar is interpreted
in the same sense, but to follow up the evidence outside of proper
names is not our present purpose.
The teraphim, however, may
be mentioned, as they occur in the list given above.
They are
usually supposed to be the ancestral images, though it is to be
wished that the evidence were more definite.
The personified
Ab, Ab, Am, and Dod—may be plausibly
kinsmen, however
interpreted as evidence of animism.
Foreign gods came in from two sides, as we might expect.
Egypt contributed Amon, Osiris, Horus, Muth, and Ra.
We
naturally suspect Zephon also of being in this group.
But, as we
have evidence of a Phoenician god of this name, we cannot insist
on our hypothesis.
From the eastern quarter (Assyria-Babylonia) we have Adar, Bel, Dagon, Nebo, Tammuz, and El—unless
the last named is a primitive Semitic divinity.
Tammuz does not
appear in our list of proper names, but we have Ezekiel’s evidence
that he was worshiped in Jerusalem at a late date.
From the
Moabites we get Chemosh.
After accounting in this way for a number of divinities in our
list, we still have a residuum of which we know only the names.
Some of them are personifications of abstract qualities, like
Goodness, Help, Strength, Plenty, and Splendor.
Others were
strictly local deities, like Tabor.
The main result of our study is
to confirm the conclusion, long ago reached by critical scholars,
that monotheism never was the doctrine of the mass of the Israelites until after the exile.
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By J. Dynetey PRINCE
Columbia University
The following hymn to the goddess Bau of Lagash, consisting of thirty-two lines, is one of a number of early Sumerian
unilingual religious texts, setting forth addresses to the gods
Bél, Nergal, Adad, Sin, Bau, Ningirsu, etc. The texts of all these
hymns are published for the first time in Cuneiform Terts from
Babylonian Tablets, etc., in the British Museum, Vol. XV, Plates
7-30. The text of the present hymn appears in the same volume,
Plate 22.
Several of these poems have the peculiarity of what may be
termed the constant refrain.
Thus, in the following text, four
distinct refrains are to be observed: viz., obv. 1-7: BAR MU-BAE-GA-AM ‘it is decreed,’ strengthened in line 8 by the closing
of the phrase with the words: BA-BIR-BIR-RI ‘it is duly apportioned,’ BIR being purposely chosen, not only on account of its
philological connection with BAR ‘apportion,’ but also undoubtedly
for phonetic reasons: oby. 12-15 end in MU-UN-MA-AL ‘it ts’ or
‘it is fully perfect;’ rev. 2-6 all close with the words MU-NI-IBXA-LAM-A ‘shall it be destroyed?,’ while in rev. 7-8 there is an
interesting example of deliberate reduplicative assonance with a
strengthened verb-form: 7, SUB-BI BA-NI-IB-TE-EN; 8, SUB-SUBBI U-BA-NI-IB-TE-EN-TE-EN (see below commentary on these passages).
Similar refrains occur for example, in XV, Plate 17
(13930), 6, DIRIG-GA-ZU-NE DIRIG-GA-ZU-NE ‘when thou art full,’
referring to the moon, and especially lines 12-13, DiRIG-GA-zuNE DIRIG-GA-ZU-NE BI-SA-A-ZU-NE ZA-E DIRIG-GA-ZU-NE ‘when thou
art full, when thou art full, when thou speakest favorably, when
thou art full,’ etc.
The same phenomenon is seen also in XV,
Plates 15-16 (29631) in a number of passages.
These very evident instances of assonance show most clearly
the phonetic character of Sumerian.
It should be noted that a
*Preprinted from the forthcoming William Rainey Harper Memoria! Volumes.
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translation with commentary of XV, Plates 10, 15-16, 17, and 19
is shortly to appear in the doctor’s dissertation (Columbia) of
Rev. F. A. Vanderburgh.
The goddess to whom the hymn of Plate 22 is addressed was
a most important deity in ancient Babylonia.
The king of Lagash,
Ur-Bau, ‘man of Bau,’ incorporated her name with his own and
was a particular devotee of her cult.
So also the monarchs Urukagina, Gudea, and others consecrated themselves to her service
and worship.
Bau, the consort of Ningirsu, the tutelary deity of
Girsu and of Uru-azagga, quarters of the later Lagash, is identified in the present hymn with Gula, obv. 17, the goddess of healing and life, and also with Sun-na, obv. 19, the goddess of irrigation.
As Professor Jastrow has pointed out (Religion, 60) these
places were probably originally independent cities, which sets this
hymn comparatively late in the city-history of Lagash.
According to the present text, Bau was essentially the deity of ‘increase’=
A-NUNUS-SA, Obv. 1-8; of ‘plenty’=Ga, obv. 17; of vegetation,
oby. 14; and of human generation, obv. 15.
Her will makes her
divine power able to perfect all procreative functions (oby, 10-15).
In this connection should be noted the fact that the act of speaking the word really constitutes creation—a peculiarity which is
characteristic of all Semitic religions.
In harmony with these ideas is the probable derivation of her
name; i. e., BA ‘give, dispense’+U ‘plants, vegetation’ (cf. on
oby. 14); Ba-u means ‘the giver of vegetation.’
It is highly
improbable that the word Bau has anything to do with the Hebrew
"72, as suggested by Hommel, Semit. J ‘olkery, 382 (see also Jastrow, Religion, 60).
The Hebrew word "72 is exclusively used
with 457 and is probably to be regarded as a mere rhyme on
Imm, i. e., wa) mm.
This expression then must perhaps be
considered as belonging to the same class of words as English ziqzag, hodge-podge, ding-dong, ete.
Precisely the same rhyming
assonance appears in the Turkish colloquial yaghmur-maghmur ‘much rain’ (yaghmur=‘rain’); karish-marish ‘a mixup’ (karishmak ‘to mix’), ete.
This Bau-hymn, whose translation and explanation, so far as is
known to the present writer, are here attempted for the first time,
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contains many difficulties, some of which, as our knowledge of
ancient Sumerian advences, may be better explained in subsequent
translations.
The wi.ter will be content if this exposition may
serve as an instigation *o other scholars to take up the study of
these very difficult texts.
NO. 85005.
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OBVERSE
ERI A-NUNUS-SA BAR MU-BA-E-GA-AM(A-AN).
For the city plenteous increase is decreed.
Eri-Mu GirR-SU-(KI) A-NUNUS-SA BAR MU-BA-E-GA-AM(A-AN).
For my city Girsu plenteous increase is decreed.
Se-1B KI SiR-BUR-LA-(KI) A-NUNUS-SA BAR MU-BA-E-GA-AM
(A-AN).
For the inclosure of the land of Sirburla plenteous increase
is decreed.
Es
(AB)
&-NINNO-MU
A-NUNUS-SA
(A-AN).
For the house of my temple of Ninna
decreed.

BAR

MU-BA-E-GA-AM

plenteous increase is

Dut
NINA-(KI)-NA-MU
A-NUNUS-SA
BAR
MU-BA-E-GA-AM
(A-AN).
For the habitation of my Nina plenteous increase is decreed.
Sr-1B upu-MA(elippu) NinA-GAN-(KI)-MU A-NUNUS-SA BAR
MU-BA-E-GA-AM(A-AN).
For the inclosure of the ship of light of my fruitful Nina
plenteous increase is decreed.
“1

MvTIN BAR SIR-BUR-LA-(KI)-A A-NUNUS-SA BAR MU-BA-E-GAAm(A-AN).
For the wine, the portion of Sirburla, plenteous increase is
decreed.
ERI-MU NUNUS-SA-BI BA-BIR-BIR-RI.
For my city its increase is duly apportioned.
GIR-SU-(KI) ZA-GIN I-I BA-DIM-DIM-E.
Girsu with noble alabaster is strengthened.
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10.

ERI SAB-BI-TA UDU IN-GA-A-AN-DUG(KA),
In the midst of the city, when I utter the word,

11.

GiR-SU-(KI) BAR-GA-TA DIMMER LIG KI-AZAG-GA-MU.
In Girsu with disseminated plenty the mighty divinity of my
shining place.
SaB-BA BARA BABBAR-RA-NA MU-UN-MA-AL.
In the midst of his brilliant shrine is fully perfect.

13.

Mv MA RU-NA-MU SU-NA MU-UN-MA-AL.
In order to make firm my land, his hand is fully perfect.

14.

Seca(A-AN) mu-vs-(xuL?)-La-8t(KU) Mu-UN-MA-AL.
The rain for the joyful (?) tree is fully perfect.

15.

DaM UR-SAG-GAL-LA-SU(KU)
MU-UN-MA-AL.
The spouse for her lord is fully perfect.
GA-TA AN-BI-TA NAM-MA-RA-E(UD-DU).
With fulness from her heaven cometh forth.
Ga-TA DiMMER Gu-LA £-BI-TA BA-RA-E(UD-DU).
With fulness the goddess Gula from her dwelling
forth.

cometh

E-ci(=NIN) ert MeE-a puG(KA)-Ga-a.
The lady of the city am I, when I utter the word,
DaMAL-GA-TA DimMMER Sun-NA DUG(KA)-Ga-a.
When with rich fulness I, as the deity of irrigation, utter the
word,

—EE
—_

Im-ku sa-Sa(DI-DI) r-casa. .
The lordly storm going forth splitteth asunder.
-MU A-A-MU SAG-SAB DU.
my father, the leader who riveth asunder, goeth(?).
REVERSE
GAL DIMMER MU-UL-LIL-E
the god Bél.....
*»~

SAL.

.

ERI-MU TIK-KU-A MU-NI-IB-XA-LAM-A?
Shall my city be proudly destroyed?

enWW Gir-su-(K1) TIK-KU-A MU-NI-IB-XA-LAM-A?
Shall Girsu be proudly destroyed?
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4,

SrR-BUR-LA TIK-KU-A MU-NI-IB-XA-LAM-A?
Shall Sirburla be proudly destroyed ?

5.

Upu-mA(elippu)
NINA-GAN-(KI)
TIK-KU-A
MU-NI-IB-XALAM-A?
Shall the ship of light of fruitful Nina be proudly destroyed?

6.

NunA-(KI) TIK-KU-A MU-NI-IB-XA-LAM-A?
Shall Nina be proudly destroyed?

7.

SrBA SUB-BI BA-NI-IB-TE-EN?
Shall any ruler, causing it to fall, annihilate it?

8.

SIiBA SUB-SUB-BI U-BA-NI-IB-TE-EN-TE-EN?
Shall any ruler, causing it to fall to the ground, utterly annihilate it?

9,

Mvu-LU SAR-RA-A ERI-MU A-MA-MU A-NA GAL-LU-BI?
The one who shall overwhelm my city, who shall inundate
me, what is he?

10.

Er(A-SI)-tim-mMa
A hymn of Bau.

11.

Dimmer

DIMMER

Ba-U-XI.

AD-DA-MU.
COMMENTARY

The Eme-sal character of the above hymn is shown by the following words: viz., GA for EK. Gar, lines 1-7; S£-1B for lipittu
‘structure,’ 3; SAB-BI-TA, with the -B complement for EK. and
also ES. sac, 10 and 12=SaB-Ba; Mu-US, probably for EK. Ges
‘tree,’ 14; E-GiI=NIN, 18; mu-Lu for EK. eux, Rev. 9.
OBVERSE
Line 1.—Enri is ES. for EK. uru ‘city; ef. P.’ 105.
A-NUNUS-SA: A is probably abstract prefix before NUNUS
geny, increase,’ although A may mean ‘seed’ (cf. P. 4 f.).

‘proNote

NUNUS-SA, without the prefix A-, in line 8. Nunus, Br. 8175, is
the well-known Sumerian word for ‘offspring;’ note Br. 8177:
lipu ‘offspring;’ 8178: pila ‘increase,’ synonym of 8179: pir’u
‘offspring.’
Note also that piliour sign can be applied to
1P, means J. D. Prince, Materials for a Sumerian Lexicon with a Grammatical Introduction. Parts I (1905); IL (1906); III (1907). Leipzig, J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung.
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increase of wine; p. 8a karani (see below on line 7). In Br.
8181, NuNUS-sA=pilf Sa BI=Sikari ‘increase of strong drink,’
showing the same combination as occurs in this inscription, where,
however, -SA is evidently merely the phonetic complement of
Nunus.
That the NuNUs-word and sign are clearly connected with
generation is shown in Br. 8100: NuNUus-TI, lit. ‘generation of
life’ (T1)=Sem. uru ‘pudendum feminae, II, 30, 18e.
That

the sign rE = VX

seems

apparent

from

the fol-

lowing ~—sis suggested by Dr. Robert Lau:
ow

=$ 3 ==

(= > & 3

(Thureau-Dangin,

283).

So that (on
can perfectly indicate ay and A, especially if it be
—_——_—

remembered
combination

that (YH is very close to ay, which = ay. The
NA

simply

means

‘many

(\) people’

(a),

hence ‘multitude, offspring.’
In the verbal combination BAR MU-BA-E-GA-AM(=A-AN), BAR
must be the object of the verbal root GA and MU-BA-E- are the
prefixes, while the suffix AM(=A-AN) is merely a strengthener.
That is, BAR+Ga (ES. for Gak=Sakanu ‘establish, make’)
means ‘establish, decree. > On Bar see particularly, P. 53-54:
BAR= ‘cut, divide,’ hence ‘decide,’ and note BAR ‘portion,’ line 7
On the very numerous Sumerian verbal compounds of this
class, which remind the philologist so strongly of Turkish combinations such as, for example, intikhab etmek ‘make election’=
‘elect,’ see Leander, ZA, XVIII, 390-93.
Line 2.—Girsu was originally distinct from, but later undoubtedly a quarter of, Lagash, the goddess Bau’s city (see Jastrow,
Religion, 56-57 and also below on lines 3 and 5).
Line
3.—Se-1B( ES.) =lipittu
‘inclosure,
fence,
wall.’
See also on line 6. This lipittu in this connection is probably
a pun on libittu ‘brick-work,’ which is indicated in EK. by Gar,
Br. 11190.
Therefore, 8z-1B here must mean ‘inclosure, structure.’
Perhaps S£B is composed of SA ‘heart, middle,’ +18, UB ‘inclosure’(?).
Cf. sim, Br. 8892
= ‘middle’ and especially = xalxal-
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latu ‘ring, flute;’ inclosure of metal or wood.
Note in Br. 8893:
UB=uppu
‘inclosure, district.’
Is Semitic apapu ‘inclose’ a
loan form from Sumerian UB, IB, or conversely ?
The word ki, following 8£B, is probably merely ‘place,’ specifying Sirburla, which itself is a synonym of the city-name Lagash
(cf. Jastrow, op. cit., 57, note 1; Amiaud, Rev. archéologique,
1888, on Sirpurla).
Line 4.— ES8-z-ninn0(50)-mu ‘the house of my Temple of
Ninnd.’
E-NiynO here evidently indicates the chief temple of
Lagash, sacred to Bau and to her great consort Ninairsu, the
special deity of the king Gudea.
The numeral NINNU=xan3A
‘fifty’ was probably sacred to Bau, as it was to Ninib, Br. 10936,
to Bél, Br. 10037, and to Ea, Br. 10038.
EsS=AB
= ‘house.’
Line 5.— Du, or fuller form puL=subtu ‘dwelling, Se. 25
(see. P. 85, on Dv).
NinA, like Girsu, was a quarter of Lagash and had a temple
E-Ninni (cf. Jastrow, 57, 635).
See also below on line 6.
iNinA-ki-na-mvu, the NA is merely the phonetic complement
showing the reading Ni-NA, which seems to indicate that -KI was
not pronounced.
Line 6.—Se-1B; see above on line 3.
Upvu-mA can only mean ‘light-ship’ and refers to the well-known
sacred ship of Bau (Jastrow, 655) called also “ship of the brilliant offspring,” which harmonizes with the expression found here
“ship of light.’
According to Nebk., I. R. 54, c¢. iii, line 10,
many gods had such sacred ships which were often studded with
jewels and in which the deities were frequently carried in procession on festal occasions (I. R. 55, c. iv, 1-2).
The origin of this
custom of dedicating sacred ships to gods must perhaps be sought
in the absolute dependence of the ancient Babylonians on water;
i. e., rivers, canals, ditches, ete.
Significant in this respect is also
the ancient Egyptian custom of using sacred ships.
Egypt was,
of course, peculiarly dependent on the Nile for its sustenance.
Jastrow (655) calls attention to the interesting survival of the
same idea in the Mahmal, the annual Khedivial gift to Mecca of a
tabernacle in the form of aship. It is possible that the Hebrew Ark
of the Covenant was primitively a similar ship (thus also Jastrow).
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On GAN=GAN in Nini-aan, cf. P. 121.
Gan=primarily
‘fulness,’ I translate ‘fruitful.’
Line 7.—‘*For the wine, increase is decreed.”
Note in this
‘
ari
aS
v
oars
ners
connection pili (= 4 QQ) 38a karani ‘increase of wine;’ pilf
$a Sikari ‘increase of strong drink,’ cited Muss-Arnolt, 8036,
which seem to be exact parallels with the present passage.
See
above on line 1. Mutiny is Eme-sal for EK. GESTIN ‘wine;’ cf.
P. 247-248.
Line 8.—This line ends the sentence, summarizing the preceding statements.
Note NUNUS-SA+3 p. suffix -BI, without the prefix
A- seen in the preceding lines.
Brr= BIR, Br. 196, must be cognate with BAR = BAR ‘apportion, divide;’ BAR also has the value Bir, Br. 1724, although not
usually, Cf. BIR= ra ‘subdivide’ and see P. 60s. v. BIR = BIR.
The reduplication BIR-BIR-RI in this passage indicates a thorough
apportionment.
Line 9.—Za-Gin =uknt ‘shining, brilliant,’ and is applied to
crystal especially, but is also a synonym of gipru ‘alabaster,
marble,’ which seems more appropriate here.
I-1 (not TUR-TUR, owing to the context) must be a reduplication of I=na’adu ‘be exalted,’ 3980; hence 1-1 ‘noble.’
Dim-piM= RAP-RAP
which according to P. 78, s. v. Dim,
can denote ‘strength.’
It is possible, however, that this is merely
a phonetic writing for ES. piM=EK.
cim=GIM ‘make, construct.’
In this case, we have a paronomastic association, so common a phenomenon in Sumerian, between the two words.
Line 10.—Sas-si-Ta ‘from its midst’ is ES.— Br. 7982: SaBBA; with which compare the form SaAB-BA in line 12. The EK.
full form of SA ‘heart, midst’ is Sac, Br. 7981.
This SAG also
appears in ES.
Upu=faimu ‘day’ must=‘when’ here.
In-GA-A-AN-DUG(
KA) ‘when I speak’ is probably first person,
owing to the following line KI-AZAG-GA-MU ‘my shining place’
with the suffix -mu of the first person.
The element GA-A-AN is
usually written GA-AN; cf. Br. p. 544.
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Line 11.—Bar-Ga-ta probably means ‘with (TA)
tionment (BAR; see on line 1) of plenty’ (Ga).
Note
GA usually means ‘teat, udder, milk’ (P. 111), but
longer form of another GA-word, also shortened to GA,
duxxudu

‘be plenteous.’

Note

that Ga

ETA.

the apporthat Ga
GaBa, the
can mean
Br. 6317,

also=
malt ‘be full.’
Cf. on line 16 s. v. Ga-TA.
DIMMER LIG ‘the mighty god’ (Lig = KAL ‘mighty’ ) probably
alludes to Ninairsu, the consort of Bau.
Note that AN.KAL
also
= Bel, Br. 6191, and PapsukaL, Br. 6192.
Ki-azaG-GA-MU
‘my shining place’ gives the personal determination to the entire sentence, as -MU must=‘my.’
This is perhaps an allusion to Uru-azaga, lit. ‘shining city,’ a quarter of
Lagash (see Jastrow, 57).
Line 12.—Sas-Ba.
See above on line 10.
BAra ‘shrine;’ see P. 55 for full discussion.
Basak usually means ‘sun,’ but can also mean pi¢ti ‘white,
bright,’ Br. 7788.
The reading BABBAR is employed here, as
shown by the complement -RA, evidently because of the assonance
with the preceding BARA ‘shrine.’
I read the verb MU-UN-MA-AL from ES. MAL=baSa ‘be,’ Br.
6811; —Sakanu
‘be established, Br. 6818.
Mat can also
mean gamalu ‘be perfected,’ Br. 6812 and malt ‘be full,’ Br.
6814, the latter perhaps being a Semitic pun on the value MAL.
The sense ‘be perfected’ comes, of course, from the idea, ‘be, exist
par excellence.
The syllable MA-aL might be read BA-AL, as the
two characters BA and MA are often written identically, but in this
inscription, the writer distinguishes his BA carefully from Ma, as
written here.
Note in lines 1 ff. If the syllable were really Bat,
it could be regarded as a spelled-out form of BAL= ‘break into,
penetrate, be strong’ (see P. 50).
Line 13.— Mu Ma Ru-NA-MU ‘for the making firm of my land.’
This is very difficult.
Mv is probably the preposition MU=a8su
‘in order to,’ Br. 1226.
Ma, I regard as the ES. form for
matu ‘land,’ Br. 6774.
The fuller form is MA-pA~mAtu; literally ‘strong land’ (see P. 228 s. v. MA=MA).
Rv means
chiefly nada ‘lay down, establish,’ especially ‘a dwelling,’ when
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used with Subtu ‘dwelling’ (see Muss-Arnolt, 6466).
Also note
Br. 1433: Ru=nadt.
The original full form may have been
RUN, as we have what seems to be the phonetic complement -NA
following RU.
Su-na ‘his hand,’ means ‘his power.’
Line 14.—Sreca—=A.AN ‘water of heaven’=‘rain.’
See P.
Part ITI, on seq.
I regard mu-US as the ES. form for EK. Ges ‘tree.’
The sign
following this is unclear, but may have been xuL= XUL= xada
‘rejoice,’ Br. 10084; P. 180, but this is not certain.
It may also
have been a plant-name with determinative MUS = GES.
Line 15.
‘The wife is perfect (i. e., satisfying) to her husband’ fittingly caps the climax of these deeds of power.
Line 16.—This line seems to begin a new paragraph.
On
GA-TA ‘with fulness,’ see above on line 11.
NAM-MA-RA-E rather than the more usual NAM-BA-RA-E£, as the
character is quite distinct from the BA written elsewhere in this
document.
See for example, lines 1 ff.; rev. line 8. That Nam
can be used with the prefix MA- is not surprising, as NAM also
occurs with MUN =NAM-MUN and with MIN ==NAM-MIN, Br. p. 538a.
Hence I read here NAM-MA-RA-E£ although NAM-BA- would be more
natural and more common.
Nam does not always denote the
negative and the context precludes a negative meaning here.
Cf. especially IV. R. 20, 2, obv. 3-4: NaM-Ta-E-GAL(IK) =tapti
‘thou openest;’ IV. R. 16, 89-40a: NAM-XA-BA-RA-TAR-RU-DA=
lirfiraSu ‘may they curse him.’
Line 17.—Gula is merely another name for Bau in this passage (see Jastrow, 60).
Ba-ra-£(UD-DU) ‘she goes forth;’ see Br. 7873.
Line 18.—The scribe has written in E-GI as the pronunciation
of NIN here.
E-ai is a value for KU, Br. 10501, rather than for
NIN and with KU, £-GiI means ‘greatness.’
See P. 96 s. v. EGI.
——
—
That EGI means ‘lady’ = NIN here is incontrovertible.
Me-a, evidently ‘I am.’
This is the ES. form for EK. én,
used of all three persons.
See Prince, Introduction, II, §4, 71.
Dua-Ga-A .... was probably followed by -mu=‘when I
speak.’
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Line 19.—Damat is the ES. form of DaGaL ‘wide, roomy,
extensive.’
See P. 69, s. v. DAGAL.
The goddess Sun-Na is interesting.
The sign, also with value
GUL (see P. 162), means ‘pour, inundate.’
Note Br. 8959: GuL
nartabu ‘irrigation.’
The sun-value here is confirmed by the
-NA complement.
Note that the word GUL means, with this sign,
‘destroy,’ from idea ‘inundate destructively,’ but with sUN it seems
to mean
exclusively
‘irrigate, water.’
According to Scheil,
Recueil de Travaux, XVII, 39, Lagash had a temple to a deity
NIin-suN, which is mentioned in a valuable list of temples of
Lagash.
It seems probable from the present passage that Bau
identifies herself with this ged also.
See above Introduction on
this hymn.
Line 20.—Im-xvu.
Im ‘storm’ is to be read Im here and not
nI, as the scribe has taken special pains to indicate the pronunciation IM, as in line 18 with NIN, pron. e-c1._
I regard kU as meaning ‘lordly.’
See P. 210-211.
Sa-sa=DI-DI
probably means Suté¢ai ‘going forth,’ Br.
9564, and qualifies the lordly storm.
IM-GABA . . . . may indicate some part of pataru ‘split,’ a
natural meaning with storm.
See P. 113, s. v. GAaBA=GAB.
Line 21.—‘My father’ may allude to Anu the father of Bau.
Sac ‘head’ means clearly aSaridu ‘leader,’ Br. 3509.
Sap means baqamu ‘tear asunder,’ Br. 5667.
Du=DU may be a part of pu =alaku ‘go.’
REVERSE
Line 1.—The line is too mutilated to interpret.
Line 2.—Tik-Kv-A seems to mean ‘proudly,’ i.e., TIK=kisadu
‘neck,’ Br. 3215, passim; KU or GU can mean ‘lordly’ (see P. s. v.
KU, 210-211); and a is the complement.
The entire expression
probably means ‘with proud or lordly neck.’
Mu-NI-IB-XA-LAM-A ‘it is destroyed’ with the passive expressed
by the infix -n1B-; viz., ‘shall one destroy IT?’
For XaA-LAm-a,
ef. Br. 11850: xa-LaM=xulluqu ‘destroy.’
The key to the meaning of lines rev. 1-8 is given by rev. 9,
where a question is clearly indicated by a-Na ‘what?’
These

~
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lines must all be rhetorical questions such as the biblical question:
“What is man that thou art mindful of him and the son of man
that thou shouldst consider him?” Ps. 8:4.
In lines 3-6 the same names of Lagash are repeated as occur
in obv. 2-6, the idea being “‘Can any part of my great city Lagash
ever be destroyed by an enemy?”
Line 7.—S1BA must mean ‘ruler’ here.
It originally denoted
‘shepherd,’ Br. 5684: rea ‘shepherd.’
Sus-Bi must mean maqatu ‘fall.’ Br. 1432.
Sus-sr is perhaps a hanging clause preceding the finite TEN = bal ‘annihilate,’
Br. 7714.
Line 8.—So in this line we find a rhetorical repetition of line 7
with reduplicated forms SUB-SUB-BI and TEN-TEN = bull@ ‘utterly
destroy,’ Br. 7716.
Note the strengthened verbal prefix UBANIB
as contrasted with BANIB in line 7 (see above, Introduction).
Line 9.—Sar-RA-A=kasSadu
‘conquer, overwhelm,’
4319,
evidently participial, as is also A-MA-mMU ‘he who inundates’ me;
viz., Br. 11510: a-mMA-MA=mé6
rax4c¢u ‘inundate, said of waters.’
A-NA is minfi ‘what?’ Br. 11434.
GaL(IK)-LU-bI is GAL= bast ‘to be’ + phonetic complement
LU
+ -BI = suffix of the third person singular.
This last line, as remarked above on line 2, rev., gives the key
to the meaning of the whole reverse.
Line 10.—‘A hymn of the goddess Bau;’ where the final -x1
represents the genitive ending =xE = GE=KIT.
In the combination Er(A-SI)-Lim-ma, the sign read LIM is
really LIB = kfru ‘woe’ (thus Lau and see P. 223).
Hence
ER-LIB(M)-MA must mean ‘a woful lamentation’=‘a penitential
psalm.’
Line 11.— Dimmer Ap-pa-mvu.
Has this any connection with
Br. 6662, pINGIR DA-MU =‘ Bau’ and ‘Gula’ ?
GLOSSARY
A-a ‘father,’ obv. 21.
Ap-pa-MvU, With god-sign, perhaps=
Bau, rev. 11. Sees. v. Damu.
A-zaa-aa ‘shining,’ obv. 11.
-Am = A-AN, verbal suffix, obv. 1-11.

A-mA ‘inundate,’ rev. 9.
A-na ‘what?’ rev. 9.
A-nunus-SA ‘increase,’ obv.
See s. v. NUNUS-SA.
E< house,’ obv. 17.

1-7.
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E-a1 ‘lady,’ obv. 18.
E-Ninn0, temple-name, obyv. 4.
Es ‘house,’ obv. 4.
Eat ‘city,’ obv. 1-8, 10, 18, rev. 2, 9.
Er-tim-ma ‘hymn,’ rev. 10.
U-a-n1-1B, verbal prefix, rev. 8.
U-BaA-NI-IB-TE-EN ‘annihilates,’ rev. 8.
Upu ‘when,’ obv. 10.
Upv-ma ‘ship of light,’ obv. 6, rev. 5.
Ur-saa-aat ‘lord, husband,’
obv. 15.
Basrar ‘ brilliant,’ obv. 12.
Ba-ni-1B- = verbal prefix, obv. 7.
Bara ‘shrine,’ oby. 12.
Ba-ra= verbal prefix, obv. 17.
Ba-ra-E=UD-DU
‘goeth forth,’
obv. 17.
Bar ‘portion,’ obv. 1-8, 10.
Bar-aa-TA
‘with
disseminated
plenty,’ obv. 11.
Ba-v, with god-sign, rev. 10.
Ba-v-x1, with god-sign and genitive sign -x1, rey. 10.
-BI = suffix 3 p., rev. 9.
Brr-Bir-Ri ‘apportion,’ oby. 8.
Ga ‘plenty, fulness,’ oby. 11, 16,
17, 19.
Ga, short for Gar ‘make,’ obv. 1-8.
Gasa ‘split,’ oby. 20.
GaL-tu ‘to be,’ rev. 9.
GAL-LU-BI, with suffix =‘ to be’=‘he
is,’ rev. 9.
Gan ‘fruitful,’ obv. 6.
Gir-su, city-name, obv. 2, 9, 11,
rev. 3.
Gu-.a, with god-sign, obv. 17.
Dam ‘spouse,’ oby. 15.
Damat ‘rich, plenteous,’ obv. 19.
Da-mu=Bau.
See on rev. 11 and
s. vu. ADDAMU.
Dim-pim ‘strengthen,’ obv. 9.
Dimmer tie ‘mighty divinity,’ obv.
a1.
Dua
= KA ‘speak,’ obv. 10, 18, 19.
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Dut ‘dwelling,’ obv. 5.
Za-Gin ‘alabaster,’ obv. 9.
Xa-Lam-a ‘destroy,’ rev. 2-6.
-xI, sign of genitive, rev. 11. See
s. v. Bav-xi.
I-1 ‘noble,’ obv. 9.
Im ‘storm,’ obv. 20.
In-GA-A-AN- = verbal prefix, obv. 10.
In-Ga-a-an-puG(KA) ‘I speak,’ obv.
10.
Ki ‘place,’ obv. 3.
-k1, suffix after city-names, not pronounced. See on obyv. 5.
K1-azaG-Ga ‘shining place,’ obv. 11.
Ku ‘lordly, obv. 20, rev. 2-6 in
TIK-KU-A, q. U.
KU=-st, postposition ‘for,’ obv.
14-15.
Lig = KAL ‘strong, mighty,’ obv.
11.
Lim ‘woe,’ rev. 10.
Ma ‘land,’ obv. 13.
MA ‘ship,’ obv. 6, rev. 5.
Ma-at ‘be perfect,’ obv. 12-15.
Me-a ‘to be’= EK. mévy, obv. 18.
Mv =aS8u ‘in order to,’ obv. 13.
Mv-tu ‘the one who,’ rev. 9.
Mo-vt-.it-£, with god-sign = Bél,
rev. 1,
Mv-vny, verbal prefix, obv. 12-15.
Mv-ni-1n- = verbal prefix, obv. 2-6.
Mv-un-ma-au ‘is perfect,’ obv. 1215.
Mvu-uS ‘tree,’ obv. 14.
MutTIn ‘wine,’ obv. 7.
Nam-MA-RA, verbal prefix, obv. 16.
Nam-Ma-ni-L-UD-DU
‘cometh
forth,’ bv. 16.
NinA, city-narie, obv. 5, rev. 6.
Nind-Gan ‘fruitful Nina,’ obv. 6,
rev. 5.
Nounus-sa ‘increase,’ obv.8. Cf. on
A-NUNUS-SA.

—
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Saa=aSaridu ‘leader,’ obv. 21.
Sa-sa= DI-DI ‘going forth,’ obv.
20.
Sar-RA-A ‘overwhelm,’ rev. 9.
S1pa ‘ruler,’ rev. 7, 8.
Srr-Bur-LA, city-name, obv. 3, rev. 4.
Sun-na, with god-sign, obv. 19.
Ru-na ‘make firm,’ obv. 13.
Sas ‘rive asunder,’ obv. 21.
Sas ‘midst,’ obv. 10, 12.
Se-1B ‘inclosure,’ obv. 3, 6.
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Seca = A-AN ‘rain,’ obv. 14.
Su ‘hand, power,’ obv. 13.
Gx
KTxt, postposition ‘for’ KU, obv.
Tr
14-15.
Svs-s1 ‘cause to fall,’ rev. 7.
Sus-sus-sr ‘cause to fall,’ rev. 8.
Te-EN ‘annihilate,’ rev. 7.
TE-EN-TE-EN ‘annihilate utterly,’
rev. 8.
Tix-Ku-a ‘proudly’ rev. 2-6. See
on KU.

THE

CHARACTER
VERSION OF

OF THE ANONYMOUS
HABAKKUK, CHAPTER

GREEK
3*

By Max L. Marcotis
Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio
1. As is well known, the Codex Barberinus (=86 HolmesParsons) presents the third chapter of Habakkuk in a double
translation; that is, in addition to the Septuagintal version (=
86b), in another which is anonymous (=86a).
The latter is
found also in V (= 23), 62, 147.
A colophon in the Barberinus
reads as follows:
Ti @dyv Tod auBaxodp ody ebpov cuugwvodcay
oUTE TOIS O OUTE AKdAa OUTE TUUMAaY@ OTE HeodoTiwu: EnTHOELS od>,
el THS €
THS ¢ exddcEws EoTLV.
See Field, Hexapla, ad Hab, 3:2, and especially E. Klostermann,
Analecta zur Septuaginta (1895), 50-60, where a fresh collation of the
four manuscripts (and of the Complutensian text) is given.
2. From the extant fragments of E’ and 8’ it became
to Montfaucon (quoted by Field) that our anonymous
cannot be identical with either.

evident
version

Compare the following examples: Verse 1, E’=’AX émi ayvonparov,
Anon. per’ (var. pera) ods; vs. 3, E’="ASGB éx Payday, Anon. dro ALBos
(graphic var. AoBos; but beuav V!); tbid., E’ Sela, Anon. peraBodry daWaAparos (Var. duaadpa); vs. 5, E’ mors=% Oavaros, Anon. rrdois; ibid.,
E’= 3© dpveov, Anon. ra péeyota tov mernvav (var. werewwv); vs. 10, E’=
"ASO evrwdypata iddrwvy rapndOev, Anon. év té Tov eEaicwdv cov duBpov
dieAOetv 8.’ airys; vs. 13, E’="AG e&prOes cis cwrnpiav, Anon. dvedhavys éxi
owrnpia; ibid., E’="A cis cwrnpiav ov xpiote cov, S’ a “Inootv rov Xpiorov
gov, Anon. picacbai Trovs éxAexTovs gov; ibid., E’ denudasti, sive evacuasti,
fundamentum usque ad collum, Anon. éws aBvocov tis badaoons Katadvoovrat.
Montfaucon was certain that it must then be the Septima (Z’).
Now Field (Prolegomena, p. xlvi) has cast doubt upon the very
existence of a seventh version.
The few instances from the
Psalter may indeed be dismissed with Field as dubious; but
there remain the two passages, Hab. 1:5 and 2:11, according to
*Preprinted from the forthcoming William Rainey Harper Memorial Volumes.
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the testimony of Jerome, whose language is quite explicit (‘“reperi,
exceptis quinque editionibus, id est, Aquilae, Symmachi, LXX,
Theodotionis, et Quinta, in duodecim prophetis et duas alias editiones”).
It is nevertheless strange that in the third chapter
his Greek apparatus does not appear to have gone beyond the
Sexta; had he known our translation, he certainly would have
quoted it for verse 13.
3. Although three of the manuscripts containing our anonymous version, V, 62, 147, are Lucianic in character, it will not
do to identify Anon. with Lucian.
The Complutensian, which is
strongly Lucianic, shows, it is true, remarkable agreements with
Anon.; but its readings are apparently mixed.
The readings
from 22, 36, 48, 51, and Theodoret (all Lucianic) agree with
Anon. in so few cases that it is impossible to class them and
Anon. together.
It is true, we find doublets which are characteristic of Lucian (vs. 2); but they are common to all texts.

ET

On V, 22, 36, 48, 51, Theodoret, as Lucianic see Cornill, Ezechiel,
p. 65; on the Complutensian, bid., p. 66; on 62, 147, Klostermann, loc.
cit., p. 51. Cod. 42, which according to Field is equally Lucianic, agrees
with Anon. in the trifling omission of xa‘, vs. 7; more important is the
agreement between Anon. and 239 (a manuscript whose afhiliations are
unknown) in vs. 4, éxe? éreornpixtar (areot. V, éornp. 239) 4 divays THs
ddfys atrod against cai ero (€6nxev Compl.) adyarnow kparaay (ayarnv
icxvpav Compl.) ioxvos (rips Suvayews Compl.) airod G.
V quite frequently abandons Anon. in favor of G. Thus, vs. 3, e
dpous hapav 62, 86a, 147: ef dpovs xatackiov dacéws V = N°-*+ © al.; ibid.,
6 ovpavos 62, 86a, 147: ovpavo’s
V=G; vs. 6, ai dd0i ai &€ dpyns addAAow6ygovTat’ aviTod evexa ceaOnoera 7 oikovpevn 62, 86a, 147: ai ddoi ai && apyjs
dvti xorwv V, cf. wopias (var. ropes) aiwvious (-tas) adrod (var. aitav; > 40,
al.) avri (+ 88) xérwv G; vs. 8, 7 opyn 62, 86a, 147: 76 Oppnpua V=G:; vs. 13,
éxdextovs 62, 86a, 147: xpurrovs V= Nee (vid) AQ, al. On the other hand,
in two cases V stands alone against G: vs. 6, duebpvBn 62, 86a, 147, cf.
G:>V; vs. 8, avéBys 62, 86a, 147, cf. G: praem. xipue V.
A conclusive proof of the un-Lucianie character of our version is
furnished by the rendering dodadcis for midNd, vs. 19, & presenting
the literal translation aoe édAddov (var. ds erddouw), exactly as the same
word is rendered by Lucian, II Kings 22:34 (ornpifwv rots rodas pov ws
éA\aov).
4. It is worthy of note that in three instances Anon. appears
to have influenced $
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Vs. 9, aan cf. €xopTacas ; vs. 14, ee
ass2z| cf. rods
merrouoras émi ™ avadeia avrav; ibid., "2 > Anon.
A similar influence might be found in vs. 6, if we were certain about
the meaning of c&..%° (on the reading “9° see Payne Smith s. v.).
According to Noldeke (ZDMG, XL, p. 729, footnote), the verb is taken
by some of the native lexicographers to mean ‘tremble,’ while others
assign to it the meaning ‘conjecture.’ The latter recalls the rendering
of Anon., é&e/kacev.
5. The author of our version was certainly a Jew.
Whereas all the other versions render >tare vs. 13, by xpos,
xpirrov, xpioro, Our version alone is careful to avoid the term because of
its Christian associations, putting in its place the safer éxAexrovs (so 62,
86a, 147). How far a christianizing exegesis could go is shown by the
rendering of S’, da “Incotv rov Xpuorov cov. Aquila, who elsewhere replaces the Septuagintal ypurros by #Aeppévos (Ps. 2:2; Dan. 9:26), seems
to have foregone caution in the present passage, to the delectation of
Jerome (“TIudaeus Aquila interpretatus est ut Christianus”’).
6. Our version shows two doublets which
with the majority of 6 manuscripts.

it shares, however,

Vs.2,5°M Ds =2"pa WD, ev rd eyyilew ra. Er (ém-)yvwo Ojon (>68,
130, 311)- év ro wapeivar Tov Karpov avadexOnon (> 239) = STAM p32 p23 ;
e
&
ass
ws
i?
ibid.,
"33h, DM" 37D B, ev rd tapayOjva (var. rapaocecOa) rhv Wryyv
pov év dpyn (€. 6.>Compl.) eAovs prnoOnon = "DIT
“ih OM.

"M7

F572

and F373

Especially characteristic of our version is the introduction
from a parallel clause of a verb wanting in #; a Greek synonym
is naturally chosen.
Thus in vs. 2 (also in G), cai é€ornv is resumptive of xai edtAaByOny,
while yrwoOyon is supplied from the following éxvyvwoOyoy or avadeyOynon.
Similarly in vs. 4, éreornpixras resumes trdpye aita; vs. 6, dAAowHycovrat
corresponds to rarewwOycovra; vs. 9, cetoes, to dueoxédacas; vs. 11, éxécxev, perhaps to éordOy.
is
wee
,
:
7. Our version indulges in free renderings or paraphrase of
an interpretative character, often suggesting religious scruples in
the manner of the Targums.
Vs. 7, of katovxotvres Tas Séppers Madiap over against G& mronPycovrat Kai
(x.
>42) (ai) oxyvai ys Madiip. The purpose is apparently to avoid the
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personification of inanimate objects. For Targumic examples see Cornill, loc. cit., p. 128.
Vs. 8, dppara for & immovs covers up a mythological element.
Vs. 10, év rd dvropOadpeiv oe, & dYovrai oe. The mountains, as inanimate, are not to be endowed with sight.
Vs. 13, dvepavys, G’AE'S’ e&pAGes, SO egressus es. A well-known Targumic device; cf. here NM*>5N°N.Ibid., xaradicovra, free for “NASTY.
Vs. 14, pera dvvapews cov = 7 w/ ""t723. , paraphrastic.
Vs. 16, ra orAdyxva pov, More decorous than & 7) ko.Aia pou =" (the
same purpose is subserved by xapdia N°:*:¢-> al.). Similarly, ibid., kar’
éyavtov érapaxOn for & Kai iroxarwhev pov érapaxOn 7H eis (Var. ioxvs) pov =
TA"N CRIMM. On aesthetic euphemism in the ancient versions see
Frankel, Vorstudien, § 31; Geiger, Urschrift, pp. 385 ff.
Free is the rendering in vs. 17, 4 éAa‘a égérndos (‘evanescent, extinct,’
a hapax legomenon in OT Greek) éora, G& Yevoera épyov éAaias =OMI
Mews"
and vs. 19, dodadcis, an interpretative paraphrase for &
doei eddehov (var. ds éddduv) = NSPNDVs. 19, &wxé por ioyxiv is less “anthropomorphic than G& dwvapis (var.
ioxvs) pov = on ‘
An interpretative addition seems to be also rév éyOpév pov vs. 19 (ef.
tovs €xOpovs Procop.), just as rots tpaxyAovs paraphrases & ra tynrAa=
nya2.
8. Our version also strives after idiomatic Greek constructions,
while @ affects a hebraizing literalness.
Thus we find subordination (participial or infinitive construction) in
the place of Hebrew co-ordination: vs. 6, oras deuerpyoev, Katavonoas
éfeixacev for éorn kat éoarevOn, éréBrapev (Var. Katevonoer) Kai (du)eraKy; VS.
10, év re dvropbadpeitv ce tapaxOyoovra, & dYovrat oe Kai Hdwyoovow (var.
eldov ve kai ovvadyotarr).

9. The exegetical position of our version, whether in matters
of punctuation, accentuation, rendering of words, or interpretation in general, is on the whole modern, if we may take the
exegesis of the Vulgate as a standard of modernity.
But, as a
matter
of
fact,
it
becomes
evident
upon
examination
that
in the
oe
development of scriptural exegesis a fixed chronology is impossible.
Sometimes we find a rendering which is by no means
obvious, running counter to what we are wont to designate as the
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traditional interpretation, in supposedly late versions, the Targum
for instance; and vice versa. Apparently there must have existed
for a long period marked fluctuation in the conception of scriptural words or contexts, corresponding to the unsettled state of
the consonantal text itself.
Deviations from the received punctuation and accentuation may be met with even in Aquila.
Examples: (a) Punctuation.
and %%; vs. 4, OWmy ® = Anon.
(éxel éreotypixta; I take the verb as an amplification by the translator,
see above, $6; it is possible, however, that we have here a doublet, that
is, éeorypixtac = DID, passivum pro activo) © (et ibi): DW G& («ai ero)
>
*
rT
y 2
AX (et posuit).
Vocalization.
Vs. 2, ="P2 primo #= Anon. GO (év péeow) & (évrds):
3503
"pz ) secundo: 2p 22 Anon. & (év te éyyiLew,
te ’A (ev raP eyyilewv);
<yVy%
YY
€év T@ Tapeivat).
Ibid., D-rG W="A (ra ery) & (rav évavrdyv) © (érdv):
OY Anon. &
(8vo).
si
Vs. 5, "257 H="A (Aomds) & (Odvaros) E’ (mors) Anon. (xréars, elsewhere = 353, Meas; ef. also fmm Sir. 50:4): "23 G& (Adyos) © (sermo).
Vs. 6, a a ®=G (nad (8) eraxyn, passivum pro activo, cf. B et dissolvit'): = sal ‘Anon. (xal eEeixacev’).
ToT
1The meaning was derived from "“{f\" ‘unfasten, loosen,’ Avew (Ps. 104 (105): 20; 145
(146) :7), StadAveww (Isa. 58:6), solvere (ibid,), AvadAvew is used to render oyap (Judg. 15:14),
which in a number of instances is rendered by ryxeo@ac and its compounds; in other words,
(dta)Aveo@ar and rHxecPa are synonyms. "~~ , iz the mind of the translator, could be
used in the sense of ‘breaking up,adenat gia quite as well as its Aramaic equivalent
Nw, which means ‘loosen’ (Dan. 3:25; in a figurative sense, ibid., 5:6), but also ‘dissolve’
(cf. wide) liquefactus
est in a 1 quotation from Ephrem
Syrus, Brockelmann, p. 387b).
d
I
ial) ‘soften, dissolve,’ e. g., Pesahim 44b, whence the biblical mtn Num. 6:3 is, of
course, a different
Brown-Driver-Briggs, Lexicon, p. 105 a" and references.
>A root;(s. see
. meaning
. According to Ibn Ganah
v. "\P3), it is quite possible that ""J\F derives its
of
‘unfastening’ from "M5-'¢ ‘spring up;’ but see Brown-Driver-Briggs,
“ie p. 684a. With G&D
goes Ibn Ezra who paraphrases 04993. It is probable that & pra e=| ‘he confounded
them’ presupposes
a
; the same etymology. It is also to be noted that 3A"
el} Job 37:1 is
rendered xai €Av@n A.
2Eixdgew ‘liken, compare, infer from comparison, conjecture, guess,’ is found for
MO™ ‘think of’ Ps. 47 (48):10 2, YW ‘calculate, reckon’ Prov. 23:7 = (eixagwy=
es
= ¥
3JU/"TW),
cf. Mishnic "YW . ‘estimate,’ Hullin 7:4, hence eixaguot for Dwyw Gen.
’
7
26:12 "A; Wisd. 8:8 ecixdcec AN'=[o,2 S$§ aestimat DP, 9:16 eixagouev = qlasips 8 aestimamus PY, 19:18 eixaca ==| Zatey $ aestimari Y. The passive ne corresponds to
a )PinPl
Jer. 26 (46):23. “Af ‘spy out, explore’ Num. 13:2 is a synonym of bs,
wo
4 : ibid., 21: 32,
and therefore o “pn ; ef. Judg. 18:2. Our translator found in 3)"5
eo the exact counterpart to 3307) dtenerpnoev: “He stood, and measured the earth; he beheld, and explored
the nations.’ "See below. Of cou rse, the form "\f\"" may have been taken as an equivalent
of "3724,
that is, in the language of our grammars, as a form after Y”Y analogy (see
Konig, Lehrgebdude, I, 171).
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Vs.7, NEM B= G’AO (aver)& (dua): MMP Anon. niga cf. Job
4:14 S8ucetev (var. ovo-)= THES NT, xv and “3% are synonyms;
5). 1:21; Ps. 27:1. 3 adbrod Gexa=%, "ef. Isa. 59:20g
evexev Yecwv=
ane >);
(b) Accentuation. Vs. 4, a i™3 p"2"P ® = Anon. (xépata éx xeupos
avrov trdpxe aite): iP 2
op G& (képara év xepoiv airov; that is, &
connects 45 with i “and sees in the former an amplification of the
pronominal suffix in
i the noun; ef. Fried. Delitzsch, Hiob, p. 151).
Vs. 11, 38353"
ae TST six? # = Anon. (xara 1d éyyos trav Bodiwv
gov TopevoovTat): ‘Sc eae sind & (eis POs Bordes cov ropevoovTat).
(c) Meaning of words. Vs. 5, oo Anon. ra peyiota tay metrnvov
(var. werevwv) =A (xrnvav) SOE’ (épveov). The word is given the meaning ‘bird,’ ‘birds,’ (épves, rrnvov, rerewd, oiwvds; S4Y, MDW, becs, lee,
|Quwe2; avis, aves), specifically a bird of prey, ‘vulture,’ ‘eagle’ (ywy,
deTOs; KAN

ost

mols

wre wy! x

ist

pb

awl) & Deut.

32:24; Job 5:7; ’A Deut., Job, Ps. 77 (78):48; & Job, Ps. 75 (76):4; 77
(78):48; TOI Deut.; S$ Deut., Job; F Deut., Job; Exod. rabba, chap. 12;
Rashi on the two Ps. passages; Ibn Ganah. See Gesen. Thesaurus for
an etymology based on Arabic, which, however, is rejected as uncertain.
Perhaps the signification is a purely conjectural one derived from the
passage in Job, GAQ- 26.233 ey qwediAos (aederdous), seems to have taken
Ti" in the sense of ‘shackles,’ cf. iy ‘walk like a shackled man,’

———
ee

Bo
‘drive (a beast) in hobbles’ (Hava). The variants (eis zedia, eis
meduay, es ratdeav) are apparently corruptions in Greek.
Vs. 6, 0" Anon. Stewerpyoev = CLamadce S et mensus est ¥, which is
the obvious sense. G& xai éoadevbn, passivum pro activo,=C yy,
assumes, perhaps correctly, a root S32! 742, just as D2 corresponds
to w75 (Ps. 99:1; also 72 (73):2, where G& éoadevOnoav = 102/ "03). Itis
unnecessary to read pon " (Guthe) or 352071 (Wellhausen) ).
Ibid., 37D Anon. conmvbijreonn= yada % incurvati sunt ¥, again
the obvious meaning. && érdxyoav from PR (or My, Mw) ‘melt
away, Arab. =
Ethiop. (bah:, Syriac bee and mu (Ndldeke,
ZDMG, XXX.5. 186, footnote); cf. Ps. 41 (42):7 nm NIM KararyKerae
s,. 12, “samincn xatatyKy &; Sir. 43:10 éxrAvdoow= area mz" (so correctly Peters).
a
Vs. 16, 373" Anon. Sonal takes the verb as denominative from
5 3 (see Brown-Driver- Briggs, s. v. ‘45). Perhaps we should point
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333° in order to explain Anon. (but see Kimhi); D accinctum, of
course, presupposes the same etymology.
(d) Interpretation in general. The Hebrew tenses being ambiguous
(the imperfects may be taken aoristically, and the perfects prophetically;
see Nowack’s commentary), it would be of interest to know how they
were understood by the ancient versions. From the paraphrastic explicitness of T it is clear that it interprets vss. 3-15 as a historical retrospect, while the framework is taken in an eschatological sense, exactly
in the manner of our own Authorized Version. With the exception of
ss, vs. 10, the imperfects are taken in a future sense by ¥. The
rendering in $ fluctuates between future, past, and present. Anon. has
the future, except for 227n vs. 8, “on vs. 9, ypan (aorist and future)
ibid., xin? and TAN vs. 16, which are rendered aoristically, and "3557"
vs. 18, for which the present (var. the perfect) is used. G in the main
agrees with Anon.; but note the future for 35"N, span; future with
aoristic variant for ““ZM; present with future variant for "277".
Marti’s interpretation of our psalm as a description of the coming
manifestation of the Lord in language reminiscent in part of the traditional theophanies is borne out by the majority of the ancient versions; in vs. 3 the future is attested by "A S@E’, in addition to the versions
mentioned.
Vs. 9, yus “Span nina Compl. 6 rorapos oxiLerar tH yy, passivum
pro activo, taking von as subject, N73 as object, and span as 3 pers.
fem.; F fluvios se inde8 terrae="A rorapois oxicas yps takes span as
2 pers. masc. and connects PY TD and ys in a status constructus
relation; & zorapéy (var. rotay@, rotapois) paynoera (9) yp, passivum pro
activo, similarly takes Span as 2 pers. masc. and connects the two
nouns in a status constructus relation of an inverse order; the same
interpretation seems to underlie$ (saline ee |2cinis [sile). Anon. zorapovs duecxédacas Kai yiv ceivas also takes YDIM as 2 pers. masc. and
the two nouns as co-ordinate objects, the verb being rendered doubly
(see above, § 6). Ibn Ezra and Kimhi also take the verb as 2 pers.
masc. with 7" as the first and MTD as the second (predicative)
object.
Vs. 10,
‘5
Anon. dpy adheres to the simple sense (peshat);
Aaol is haggadic, ef. Mic. 6:2 Aaoé (Bovvoi AQ*, al.: dpy Q™8), cf. E (according to Kimhi) RMMDN and Ros hasanah 1la = Exodus rabba, chap. 15
and 28, MISN NOX OMT PR.
10. The Hebrew text underlying Anon. shares a number
variations with 6, but has also some of its own.
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(a) Vs. 1, AA
by ® al segionoth Jerome =’AXE’ (én dyvonpuatov) © (irép Tov dnovemepin, see Field) B (pro ignorantiis) T (pms):
ra 30 > ? Anon. & (per’ wdqs*).
2, "MN

WMS (Ada) T (Md m4) F (et timui) Anon. & (xai

sedi
eboByOnv, correction after #?): “nN Anon. & (xarevonoa').
Ibid., wn ®’A (Lowoov aire) © (Lowcov wins (dvaLwwoov avrov)
D (vivifica illud) T (R™F winDp farm): pn Anon. & (fgwv)S (Liw)).
Ibid., 377 ‘™ HP pada facies) TF (eosinI) THY MN): 3 Tar
Anon. & (éxeyvoodjoy, dvadexOnon) 3 (Spo2z).
Ibid., am" ® Anon. & secundo (addous) S (ystaou) © ("ar") v
(m isericordiae): “mm Anon. & primo (rHv Yoyxyv pov).
Vs. 8, IT BS (ES): ITM Anon. & (dpyoOjs var. dpyioGys) T
vs Pp Va m7 7) D (iratus es).
Ve: 15, mo WS (d=25)): MINT Anon. & (dveBiBacas, éreBiBacas;
var. am PrBas, imepyyayes’).
Ke
Tbid., "37 HS (Latse) © (m7) LD (in luto): 720 Anon. & (érapaxOn,° with on as subject; (cvv)rapaoaovtas, with oa) as object).
Ve: 16,=p"
5 =" DY (putredo): 3y9? Anon. & (npéos) S ((ds25) ©
(Ny°"7).
Note the following instances where Anon. goes with ®, while & varies:
9, “7m #® Anon. (eLeyepOn) S (gas22) BD (suscitam, activum pro
passivo): aah ? & (évérewas, Var. évreveis).
F
Vs. 10, "33 ps

oT ® Anon. (év ro rov ekatordv cov duBpov dedOeiv

8v abris) S (2Zpas Lidey |Aauijo) T (IY NW" "ay) B (gurges aquarum
cransiit) "A S@E’ (évrwaypata idarwv wapydAGev): API "1 =t G (oxopriTr
2 sd
Luv’ (var. duacrepeis*) dara ropeias (airod).
Vs. 12, "3m # Anon. (éyepOjon) G56 (cupraryjces):
yooes, var, Surebons).

“Eh Gr (0X-

3Cf. Ps. 9:16 riNYT Hebr. eyyawy GA g64; 91 (92):3 an "> G& er’ ddis. Hence
the retroversion range (Graetz, al.) is superficial. Possibly no variant need be assumed
at all; cf. Ps. 7:1: Trad Ge Padpés,
4 xatavoeiy= ms Gen. 42:9 and elsewhere. In keeping with the parallelism, we should
probably read E sbg a for Wav.
sb bm | (Graetz) is a superficial retroversion.
6 Cf. rapagoewy = “an Ps. 45 (46):3; aba) a Lam. 1:20; 2:11.
7For my & probably read §\\Q ; so Wellhausen, alii.
S oxopnigew = FT Mal, 2:3; Ezek. 5:12; Staomeipew = FT Jer. 15:7. mopeverbar = QQ
Num. 20:19 and elsewhere.
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Vs. 13, Tio" min B® Anon. (€ws a&Biocov ris Garaoons, free): T°"Y
Tio"? E’P (denudasti fundamentum): SO"
My @ (ornasti fundamentum): “ACN m9 & (€&-nyerpas Seopous). eas
pom

Vs. 16, 273" ® Anon. (zroAenodv, see above, § 9): "73a" & (apotketas
es
Vs. 17, msn

#® Anon. (é« pavdpas) S (hy <—~) F (de ovili):

>>NaS G (aad Bpwdcews).
(b) Vs. 4, ran #®°A (absconsionem) & (absconditam) © (absconsio)
¥ (abscondita est)’ T (RZD AY) & (ayarnow"”): ras"? Anon.
(4 Svvapis).
Vs. 6, "9 BS (sosste) T (w"a7p5727) ¥ (saeculi): 75? & (Bia),
spel
7,
: 78 HG (xorwv) “A (dvwdedodts) S (dbdixiav) © (ddixias)S (el)
us cae D (iniquitate): ys Anon. (7 oikoupevn).
Vs. 9 » mvs

HF (iuramenta) T ((7Jo"p 5-92) >G:

rmvaun Anon

(€xdptacas)S ( ess.
Ibid., "AX BS (spectros) T (75) D (quae locutus es) & (A€ye,
var. elev,+ xispuos): “20 2? Anon. (rs aperpas avrod).
Vs. 10, DIT WE (rd) (Sos) S$ (Mecie) T (MBN) F (altitudo): (Sip)
oa" Anon. (peiZov).
Vs. 13, 37359 na HS (Wass nel <<) € ("sTN22) BD (de domo
impit): ns. ac & (dvopwv (var. acveBov) Oavarov):
(dvOpwrwv Serepyddver ).

yo" “mS Anon.

Vs. 14, Msp: WG (du€xoas,
var. Senepicas)S (22.3) Tc (NASI2) P
(maledixisti"): VepPs Anon. (é&edéxynoas).
Ibid., oot WS (enoplaems) © (wT
eius):
223 Anon. (mera duvdpews cov).

MOMS)

VY (sceptris

Ibid., 379EB WE (Svvacrav, var. dvvarav) S (wnedpes«9) T (95°54)
TT:
D (bellatorum eius):” "395"'° Anon. (tOv dpaprwddr).
Tr on!
9From nan= R50n.
10 From man= 23m.
11Cf, dvvaues = 8 Isa. 28:1 Al.: cf. Nir Num, 4:23 Al. and elsewhere. Possibly ris
d6éys avtod= jvar ony is a synonym of PaNen cf. Isa. 28:1: IPANDM Ax ; d0fa=
ni sen ibid. Al.); the inversion as Isa. 62:8 xara rns S0éys (var. ioxvos) Tov Ppaxleves avrou=
aby pinta}. For the interchange of F} and gy (Old Hebrew script) see the examples
adduced by me in ZAW, XXV, 321.
12 Cf, dapétpa = "10 Jer. 28 (51) :12.
13Cf. Deut. 27:14.
4Cf, Lev. 24:16. sie
15 Cf, Judg. 5:7 GB,
16 Cf. Ezek. 18:10°A,.
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Ibid., 3"3o" WE (cecOnoovrat, var. cadevOyoovra) T (Mid9 mins 2)
¥ (venientibus ut turbo): w9" % Anon. (0% wremrouores)S
3 (odo2}9).
Ibid., "333°SFmp QV (ad dispergendum me): 3225” rp G& (év airy (d)avotfover): > Anon. S.
Ibid., 72D WE (ds) & (Gore) B (sicut eius): > Anon. 8.
Vs. 16, ‘Taw WS (dssoa) T (EI) F (audivi): "Mv &
(épvraga Compl., bépyy cet): "raw Anon. (éragdnv).
lie
Ibid., 28 WG (dva(var. xata)ravcopa) YP (requiescam): mar ?
Anon. (pvddées).
11. Unsolved problems of identification:
Vs. 8, & mpoéBys=2; vs. 11, pas 7d Aaprdv=?; ibid., rd be péyyos =?
vs. 19, raxioas onetime; G vs. 13, Badges (var. Bares) =?; vs. 14,
xaXivous (var, Hvias)=?.
17 Cf, BonPeva= F mp yoya) mp By) Isa., chaps. 30, 32, and Bonfety=marie) Ps, 118 (119) :117,
m>i°) II Esdr. 5:2. "503 is thusa synonym of ai Pre 77202. Wty.
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A MS OF ABU

HIFFAN’S COLLECTION OF ANECDOTES
ABOUT ABU NUWAS*
3y Duncan B. MacponaLp
Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn.

In the Catalogue @ une collection de manuscrits arabes et tures
appartenant a la maison E. J. Brill & Leide, now in the library
of Princeton University, one MS (no. 171, p. 27) is entered thus:
“ ylas sl xs
Contes du tempsde Haroun ar-Rachid. (677)
Belle écriture. 41 feuillets.’”
This would suggest a tale of the
Arabian Nights type, with Abi Hiffan as hero. As a matter of
fact it is a collection of anecdotes about Abi: Nuwas, each containing an extract or extracts from his poems, and each introduced by
Ji yas yl. There is no title, colophon, or date, but the accompanying photographic reproductions will show the character of the
collection and may give a clue to the date of the manuscript.
In the limited apparatus of MS catalogues accessible to me I
can find no other trace of this book or of any other book of Abi
Hiffan.
It seems to be a unicum both of work and author.
But
there can be little question as to the identity of either.
The
Fihrist gives both, and from references in the Aghdni and elsewhere it is evident that Abia Hiffan was a prominent literary
figure in the Baghdad of the middle of the third century of the
Hijra.
That the date of his death was unknown was probably
Ibn Khallikan’s reason for not including him among his a‘yan,
and the same reason may have operated elsewhere.
His full name was Abi Hiffan ‘Abdullah b. Ahmad b. Harb
al-Mihzami.
In the short article on him in the Fihrist (p. 144,
]. 26) he is given a place among the muhdath poets, and called
a hander-down of stories and poems and an author of collections
(akhbari, rawiya, musannif).
Of his books are given The
Book of Four on the Stories of the Poets and The Book of the Art
of Poetry; the latter is called large, and a part had been seen by
an-Nadim. But in the article (p. 160) on Abii Nuwas (d. a. H. 200)
the stories about him and a selection of his poems are said to have
*Preprinted from the forthcoming William Rainey Harper Memorial Volumes.
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been edited (‘amila) by Aba Hiffan.
This work may have been
a part of the Book of Four, and is plainly our MS.
The following are the other references to him in the Fihrist.
P.116: He knew al-Fath b. Khaqan (killed 247), al-Jahiz (d. 255),
and Isma‘il b. Ishaq the Qadi (d. 282), and noted their common
love for books.
P. 125: He corresponded and exchanged satires
with Abi-l-‘Ayna’ (d. 280 odd).
P. 129: Muhammad b. Da’id
(killed 296) wrote a Book of Four in imitation of that of Abi
Hiffan.
P. 143: Aba Ahmad Yahya b. ‘Ali (d. 300), one of the
Al al-Munajjim and a Mu'tazilite theologian who held a majlis
much attended by theologians, included him in his Kitab al-bahir
on stories of poets of both the Umayyad and ‘Abbasid Dynasties.
According to Mas‘idi (Murij, VIII, 225) Abi Hiffan composed
laudatory verses on another member of this family, ‘Ali b. Yahya,
brother of Abi-l-Hasan Ahmad b. Yahya, known as Ibn an-Nadim
the Mu'tazilite.
The information in the Fihrist (p. 143) on the
Al al-Munajjim has not enabled me to disentangle the exact relationship here.
In the Nuzha al-alibba of Muhammad al-Anbari (d. 577) is
the only other formal notice (pp. 267 ff. of lithog. of Cairo, 1294)
of Aba Hiffan which I have found.
But it informs us only that
he was a pupil of al-Asma‘i, that EN
See was his rawi,
and adds two anecdotes illustrating his readiness in improvising
epigrammatic verses.
In the preface by Hamza b. al-Hasan (or ‘Ali b. Hamza) alIsbahani to his recension of the diwdadn of Abii Nuwas, he quotes
Abi Hiffan once only.
On page 15 of the Cairo edition of 1898
he gives on his authority a story of how al-‘Attabi (? Aba “Amr
Kulthim, d. 208), after he turned to religion, forbade the reciting
of the poems of Abi Nuwas, and how he was grievously deceived
on one occasion.
Ibn Khallikan also refers to him once, telling (Biogr. Dict.,
I, 68) how he satirized the Mu’tazilite Chief Qadi Ibn Abi Duwad.
De Slane adds (p. 73, note 29) a reference to the Khatib’s History
of Baghdad; but from that we learn only that he was born at alBasra.
The date of his death is not given.
Yaqit (Geogr. Dict.) has two references. In III, 932, he quotes
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from him a line referring to the Day of Fayf ar-rif, and IV, 306,
a story handed down from Abi Mu‘adh, brother of Abi: Nuwas.
In the Aghdni there are several references, but these are of
value only as showing the circles in which he moved and who
were his contemporaries.
In Vol. II, p. 179, isa report from Abi
Hiffan of how he had been present one day at a somewhat festive
majlis of one of the chiefs of the Turks, who amused the company
by the queer names under which he called for certain songs.
In
Vol. IV, p. 92, is another report of how he was present on a graver
occasion when Ibn al-‘Arabi (d. 231) misquoted a verse badly,
gave it the wrong author, and explained it absurdly in defense of
his misquotations; on all which Abi Hiffan comments acidulously.
In Vol. VI, p. 18, Abi Hiffan recounts a long, unsavory,. but
evidently well-known anecdote, directly from Husayn b. ad-Dahhak (of frequent mention in the Aghdni; d. under al-Muntasgir or
al-Musta‘in [247-51] at almost 100 years of age) of what befell
the latter with al-Hasan b. Sahlanda ghulam of his. In Vol. IX,
p. 88, how Abi Hiffan brought to Harin ar-Rashid (d. 193) a
slave girl, and the trouble that followed in Harin’s harem with
Zubayda.
Here Abi Hiffan, in rearing and training a promising
slave girl, plays apparently the same part as is ascribed to Ishaq
b. Ibrahim al-Mawsili, e. g., in the Fakhri, p. 183 of Cairo edition.
In Vol. XI, p. 2, is a very pointed comment on the poems of the
Al Abi Hafsa. They began as hot water and gradually cooled
until those of Mutawwaj, the last of the house, were frozen.
In
Vol. XVII, p. 7, is the story of a threatened hija-warfare between
Abia Hiffan and Sa‘id b. Humayd, and how it was averted. Finally,
in Vol. XX, p. 65, is a Rabelaisean anecdote from him, of a majlis
at which he was present.
It has no dating value.
The photographic reproductions of the first three pages may
now be left to speak for themselves.
The anecdotes are of the
social literary type common in the
Aghani and of the character we
should expect in connection with Aba Nuwas.
It may be doubted
whether much of historical or literary value could be squeezed
from them.
But the book seems genuine, is apparently unique,
and deserves at least to have attention called to it. It should certainly be used by any future editor of the diwan of Abi Nuwas.
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THE

HILPRECHT

CASE

[Copy]
CAMBRIDGE,

MASSACHUSETTS,

August 1, 1907

To the Editor of the American Journal of Semitic Languages.
Dear Sir: During the week of the meeting of the American
Oriental Society at New Haven in April, 1906, it was proposed by
certain gentlemen whom the occasion had brought together, that
the charges preferred by Dr. John P. Peters against Professor
Herman V. Hilprecht be formally considered in one of the public
sessions of the society.
It was deemed more appropriate, however, not to make the matter a part of the official proceedings of
the society, but rather to address to Professor Hilprecht a note
signed by a number of members of the society personally (not
officially ), requesting an explanation.
The following note, with
the signatures affixed, was accordingly sent to him, and from him
in due course was received the reply which follows it.
It would appear from the reviews and critiques, and from the
personal opinions of scholars who have been consulted, that the
volume to which Professor Hilprecht makes reference does not
touch upon the important questions which had been raised by his
colleagues.
On behalf of the gentlemen who signed the note,
therefore, I am sending you the note in question, together with
Professor Hilprecht’s reply, for publication in your Journal, with
any such comment as it may seem to you suitable to make.
Yours very sincerely,
CHARLES R. LANMAN
[Copy]

April 18, 1906
Professor Herman Hilprecht.
Dear Sir: We, the undersigned, feel that the recent controversy in
the matter of the Nippur expeditions has been left in a state which allows
the gravest imputations upon the integrity of American scholarship to
rest uncleared.
We believe that this condition of things is in a high
degree detrimental to the progress of Oriental learning in this country.
92
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A full and frank statement of the facts, so far as they bear upon your
activity at Nippur and your publications relating to the same, would be
exceedingly desirable. Will you not be good enough to furnish us with
such a statement without too great delay, and will you kindly address the
same to Professor Oertel of Yale University?
We are, yours respectfully,
Cartes R. Lanman, Harvard University
Francis Brown, Union Theological Seminary
Maurice Bioomrietp, Johns Hopkins University
Ricuarp Gorrueit, Columbia University
Cuartes C. Torrey, Yale University
Ropert Francis Harper, University of Chicago
Hanns Orrtet, Yale University
GeorGeE F, Moors, Harvard University
E. Wasupurn Hopkins, Yale University
Crawrorp H. Toy, Harvard University
James Ricuarp Jewert, University of Chicago
Witiiam Hayes Warp, New York City
Paut Haupt, Johns Hopkins University
Dantet C. Gitman, Johns Hopkins University
A. V. Wittrams Jackson,! Columbia University
Joun Witurams Waite, Harvard University
‘Jackson signed a precise copy of this note on another sheet. There
was no time to get his signature a second time. I have simply copied it
here for him. C. R. Lanman.

—~—_
[Copy]

April 27, 1906
Professor Charles R. Lanman, 9 Farrar Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Dear Proressor Lanman: I have received your note of the 25th inst.,
enclosing a document addressed to me and signed by Messrs. Charles R.
Lanman, Harvard University, Francis Brown, Union Theological Seminary, Maurice Bloomfield, Johns Hopkins University, Richard Gottheil,
Columbia University, Charles C. Torrey, Yale University, Robert Francis
Harper, University of Chicago, Hanns Oertel, Yale University, George F.
Moore, Harvard University, E. Washburn Hopkins, Yale University,
Crawford H. Toy, Harvard University, James Richard Jewett, University
of Chicago, William Hayes Ward, New York City, Paul Haupt, Johns
Hopkins University, Daniel C. Gilman, Johns Hopkins University, *A. V.
Williams Jackson, Columbia University, John Williams White, Harvard
University, and bearing the note: “*Jackson signed a precise copy of this
note on another sheet. There was no time to get his signature a second
time. I have simply copied it here for him. C. R. Lanman.”
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I regret that these gentlemen “feel that the recent controversy in the
matter of the Nippur expeditions has been left in a state which allows
the gravest imputations upon the integrity of American scholarship to
rest uncleared” and “believe that this condition of things is in a high
degree detrimental to the progress of Oriental learning in this country.”
It is impossible for me at this time to furnish the desired “full and
frank statement of the facts as far as they bear upon my activity at Nippur and my publications relating to the same,” for these reasons:
First—I am leaving on Monday, April 30th, to resume my labors at
the Imperial Ottoman Museum in Constantinople.
Second—A statement from me of the nature suggested would inevitably reopen the controversy officially terminated last year by the Board
of Trustees of the University which I have the honor to serve.
Third—
There will be published before my return from abroad, in the
official series of the Babylonian Section of the University of Pennsylvania,
a volume which I am confident will afford to Assyriologists more than a
little proof of at least a part of my contentions of the meaning of the
material unearthed at Nippur, and this I feel must suffice until my further labors and those of others who share my belief in the Temple
Library of Nippur, can be presented in an orderly way for the information of the scientific world.
The grave imputations, which you say remain uncleared, appear to
rest solely upon the integrity of my scholarship, and this injustice I can
continue to bear patiently until my vindication can be obtained by scientific work, and I venture the belief that, in the end, this course will prove
less detrimental to the progress of Oriental learning in America than any
other now open to me.
Trusting that you and your colleagues will appreciate the spirit in
which I make this reply, I beg to remain
Faithfully yours,
H. V. Hivprecut
P.S.

Copy of a letter sent to Professor Lanman.

H. V. H.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Enprtor of THe AmerIcAN JOURNAL OF SEmITIC LANGUAGES AND
Literatures has the honor to announce that Professors Grorce F.
Moors, of Harvard University, Francis Brown, of Union Theological
Seminary, Henry Preservep Smitu, of Meadville Theological School,
Cuartes C. Torrey, of Yale University, Morris Jastrow, of the University
of Pennsylvania, and J. Dynetey Prince, of Columbia University, have
become Associate Eprrors of this JourNAL.
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By JOSEPH S. TUNISON
HIS book will be of deep interest
to the following classes of lettered
persons: actors, because it deals
with something of stage technique;
dramatists, because it raises the question
of the definition of the drama; literary
historians, because the author has
strayed beyond conventional limits; general historians, because he has tried
openly to subvert received opinions as
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of Virginia, Ex-Pres. Southern Surgical and Gynecological Assn., Ex-Pres. Virginia Medical
Society and Surgeon Memorial Hospital, Richmond, Va.: “If I were asked what mineral water has
the widest range of usefulness,
LITHIA WATER In Uric Acid Diathesis, Gout,
itati
Rheumatism, Lithaemia, and
I would unhesitatingly
answer, BUFFALO
the like, its beneficial effects are prompt and lasting. . . .
Almost any case of Pyelitis and
Cystitis will be alleviated by it, and many cured. I have had evidence of the undoubted Disintegrating Solvent and Eliminating powers of this water in Renal Calculus, and have known its long
continued use to permanently break up the gravel-forming habit.’’
“IT SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED AS AN ARTICLE OF MATERIA MEDICA.”
James L. Cabell, M.D., A.M., LL.D., /ormer Prof. Physiology and Surgery in the Medical
in Uric Acid
Department in the University of Virginia, 6% Bu
FFALO LITHIA WATER Diathesis is a
- and Pres. of the National Board of Health:
well-known therapeutic resource. It should be recognized by the profession as an article of
* Materia Medica.’’
“NOTHING TO COMPARE WITH IT IN PREVENTING URIC ACID DEPOSITS IN THE BODY.”
Dr. P. B. Barringer, ©4217man of Faculty and Professor of Physiology, University of Virginia. Charlottsville, Va.: ‘‘After twenty years’ practice I have no hesitancy in stating that for
in preventing Uric Acid Deposits
Prompt
I have found
RUF FALO LITHIA WATER in the body.
fothing results
to compare
with
i
“I KNOW OF NO REMEDY COMPARABLE TO IT.”
Wm. B. Towles, M.D., /ate Prof. of Anatomy and Materia Medica, University of Virgina:
gisUricAcid pa
Gout, Rheumatism, Rheumatic oe Renal Calculi and Stone in the
er, I know of no
Spring
Temedy comparable to BUFFALO LITHIA WATER No. 2.
Voluminious medical testimony sent on request.
For sale by the general drug and mineral
Water trade.
/
PROPRIETOR
BUFFALO
LITHIA SPRINGS, VIRGINIA.
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PREVAIL

IN THE

FALL

As a preventative, purify the cellar
closets, sinks, nooks behind plumbs
ing, and every

spot where

disease

germs may devolop, with
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Platt’s

Saag
First on the
Breakfast Tables
of the World!

Chlorides
.
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Odoriess

Disinfectant.
It does not cover

Pees
red
i,

aft

one odor with |

another, but chemically removes
the cause.
Its use costs nothing at?
the end of the year

by peeve

WALTER

BAKER & C0., Ltd. [| | sickness and expense.
Esta
The daily use of just a little of this powerful li a
{
aimee #700)
ensures pure air in the home, and a bottle al ‘
DORCHESTER, MASS.
the average family a month. Sold only in quart bottles 7
by druggi-ts and high-class grocers. Prepared a q
by HeNRY B PLATT, New York and Montreal.

.

nave been established
over gg YEARS. By our
every family in moderate clecumetances ;
OSE plane, We take old instrumentsin exchang
new piano in your home free of
Write for Catalogue D and explan:
‘
VOSE & SONS PI
:,16 Boylston St.,Boston, Mass.
j
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